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ABSTRACT
Improved methods are needed for routine, inexpensive monitoring of biomarkers that
could facilitate earlier detection and characterization of complex diseases like cancer.
Development of new assay formats based on microfluidic, label-free platforms enable
radical reductions in assay complexity and reagent requirements with the potential for
such applications. Suspended microchannel resonators (SMRs) are highly sensitive,
batch-fabricated microcantilevers with embedded microchannels that can measure
mass with femtogram precision. Biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids are
denser than water, and their presence can thus be quantified by their buoyant mass, or
increase in mass relative to the solution they displace. This thesis presents two
approaches to conducting label-free, buoyant-mass immunoassays with SMRs with
potential for clinical applications. The sensor surface can be functionalized to bind
targets directly, or individually weighed polystyrene beads can be used as mobile
supports.
As in other label-free detection methods, biomolecular measurements in complex media
such as serum are challenging due to high background signals from non-specific
binding. We demonstrate that carboxybetaine-derived polymers developed to adsorb
directly onto SMR SiO2 surfaces act as ultra-low fouling and functionalizable surface
coatings. Coupled with a reference microcantilever, this approach enables detection of
activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM), a model cancer biomarker, in
undiluted serum with a limit of detection of 10 ng/mL.
Decoupling the complexity of surface modifications from the sensor precludes the need
for specialized reagents. Monodisperse, micron-scale polystyrene beads are widely
available and can be used as mobile supports, with the mean mass of a bead
population quantifying target binding onto bead surfaces. Inherent mass variability in
the bead population is masked by matching solution density to bead density. We
demonstrate that by weighing hundreds of beads in 30 min, mean mass can be
estimated with a resolution of 100 attograms. A proof-of-principle assay is
demonstrated that quantifies IgG binding onto functionalized beads at 5.20 femtograms
per bead.
Thesis Supervisor: Scott R. Manalis
Title: Professor of Biological Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Thesis Outline
Improved methods for quantifying protein biomarkers in blood are necessary for earlier detection
and characterization of complex diseases such as cancer. The shortcomings of the current
paradigm are demonstrated by the controversy surrounding the widespread use of prostate
specific antigen (PSA) as a cancer biomarker, which has led to debate on the dangers of over-
testing2 due to the relatively poor positive predictive value of the test 3. Improved diagnosis will
likely require measurements of panels rather than individual protein biomarkers to yield systems-
level knowledge that is both predictive and personal4. Enabling such measurements will require
radical decreases in the cost and complexity of clinical assays, enough to be performed
population-wide on a routine basis.
For such use to be conceivable, an assay must minimize requirements of specialized equipment,
operator training, reagent costs, and sample volume while maintaining sufficient sensitivity and
specificity. This enables a transition from assays performed in dedicated facilities, with
associated transportation and coordination costs, to one closer to the patient, in point-of-care
(POC) or even personal settings5 . An extreme example of this paradigm is the "dipstick" test for
pregnancy, which requires only a drop of urine and returns an actionable, qualitative readout.
More recently, ultra-low cost assays have been demonstrated based on patterned paper 6.
However, such formats are not sufficiently sensitive for diagnosing more complex conditions7.
This thesis investigates the potential of assays based on Suspended Microchannel Resonators
(SMRs), recently developed by Burg and Manalis8'9, to approach this extreme level of simplicity
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and low cost but with sufficient sensitivity to provide clinically relevant measurements for a
wide range of targets. SMRs are microcantilever-based sensors whose resonance frequency can
quantify changes in mass with femtogram resolution. They are batch-fabricated from silicon
wafers to a microfluidic chip package. This manufacturing process is analogous to that of
computer microprocessors, which has seen tremendous decreases in price and increases in
performance in recent decades. Measurements on biology require an additional level of
complexity, however, and this thesis sought to transfer working methods from other areas of
analytical biochemistry to build on the physical measurement capabilities provided by the SMR.
The challenge, in other words, was to translate the ability to precisely measure mass into the
ability to quantify concentrations of model target proteins, in the simplest assay formats possible.
By demonstrating such detection in real-world samples, this thesis motivates the applicability of
SMR and other microcantilever based techniques towards future clinical applications.
This introductory chapter will first broadly highlight recent, notable advances in clinical assays,
followed by a review of cantilever-based sensors and the SMR in particular. The two distinct
operational modes of the SMR - weighing sensor surfaces versus particles - will be introduced.
In Chapter Two, advances to the SMR system in both hardware and software are presented that
enabled improved performance from both operational modes. Chapter Three will detail a new
surface assay protocol that enabled clinically relevant detection of a model biomarker in
undiluted serum. Chapter Four presents the SMR bead assay, which utilizes polystyrene beads
as mobile supports, with a discussion on operating characteristics, optimizing resolution, and a
proof-of-principle result. Chapter Five will conclude with the significance of the demonstrated
results and suggestions for future work.
1.2 Background
Traditional protein detection methods are based on a sandwich configuration in which primary
antibodies adsorbed on a surface concentrate a target, a labeled secondary antibody provides
specificity, and signal amplification is performed to detect physiologically relevant target
concentrations. The classic example, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), is widely
used in research and clinical laboratories. Recent efforts have been directed towards making
labeling approaches more sensitive and specific, less reagent-intensive, and easier to perform and
multiplex. These include immuno-PCR10 , rolling circle amplification", proximity ligation,
13 14 1516biobarcode nanoparticles , protein chips , microfluidic arrays'5 and Luminex . Of these, the
first four reports feature limits-of-detection in the sub-femtomolar region, a remarkable advance
of multiple orders of magnitude over the most sensitive ELISA. A drawback is the requirement
for long assay protocols that require multiple steps, custom reagents and complex equipment or
high levels of operator training.
Label-free approaches are based on direct readout of target presence17 and offer a simple one-
step assay that conserves reagents and minimizes fluidic handling. Label-free surface plasmon
resonance (SPR)18 and quartz crystal microbalances 19,20 are routinely used for measuring
biomolecular binding kinetics, but they are not widely applied to clinical detection because they
tend to be less sensitive than labeled approaches and are prone to high background noise by
nonspecific binding (fouling) from complex mixtures such as serum 1 . Mass spectroscopy can
also be used for biomarker detection2 2 , but high equipment costs limit the potential for routine
widespread use.
The ideal label-free sensor would have high sensitivity (comparable to or better than ELISA, 0.1
to 10 ng/mL limit of detection depending on target ' ), require little or no sample preparation,
enable multiplexed measurements, and be inexpensive to manufacture and use. Several
approaches have been recently reported that push the boundaries of each of these characteristics.
Vahala and colleagues demonstrated optical microcavities with a 5 attomolar limit of detection
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of interleukin-2 in 10% serum . Lieber and colleagues reported multiplexed detection with
silicon nanowires, including prostate specific antigen (PSA) at 0.9 pg/mL in desalted donkey
serum 26. SPR imaging mode for array-based simultaneous detection of hundreds of targets has
been reported 27,28 and array-based SPR is currently commercialized 29 as a platform for screening
drug candidates.
Microcantilevers 30-33 can transduce signal by static deflection or by a change in resonance
frequencyfo, which is dependent on the effective device mass m*:
S(1-1)
Previous reports have demonstrated high sensitive to samples in either purified or simulated
media (for example, containing BSA or fibrinogen 34). They can be scaled to array formats3 5' 36,
but detection in undiluted serum has only been demonstrated with the "dip and dry" method37 or
following mass-label amplification38' 39. The primary difficulty with operation of microcantilevers
for biological detection has been the loss in frequency resolution (and associated biomolecular
sensitivity) that occurs in solution due to viscous damping of the microcantilever oscillation.
Dampening can be described by the quality factor Q, a measure of the ratio of energy stored over
energy dissipated per cycle in an oscillator, which decreases at least 20-fold for microcantilevers
placed in a liquid environment versus air4o.
Suspended microchannel resonators (SMRs) 8 avoid this dampening problem by having fluid
samples delivered to picoliter-scale, U-shaped microchannels embedded inside resonating
microcantilevers, which are packaged in a vacuum cavity. This format enables Q values up to
15,000 with wet sensor surfaces, and improved mass resolution relative to existing techniques
(Table 1-1). For small changes in mass Am relative to mo, the change in resonance frequency Af
is linear, enabling straightforward device calibrations:
Af ~ 1Am 02 mo (1-2)
Suspended microchannel resonators (SMR)' 0.01 1
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)41 0.5 106
Resonant microcantilever 36 1000 106
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)18  0.05 103
Table 1-1: SMR mass resolution comparison (ng = nanograms, fg = femtograms).
Two modes of operation are possible with SMRs (Figure 1-1). The sensor surface can be
functionalized with capture probes, followed by injection of sample solution, analogous to the
operation of typical surface plasmon resonance and quartz crystal microbalance instruments.
Adsorption of biomolecules to microchannel surfaces displaces an equivalent volume of running
solution. The increased density of the biomolecules relative to the displaced solution (proteins
are typically 1.35 g/mL42) results in a net addition of mass, equivalent to the buoyant mass of the
bound biomolecules. Quantitative detection of immunoglobulins (IgG) with sub-nanomolar limit
of detection has been previously demonstrated with this method, albeit only with purified
samples. As in other label-free methods, measurements in complex media such as serum or
urine are difficult due to high background signal from non-specific binding to the surface. In
contrast to labeled techniques, where the sandwich probe provides additional specificity, any
molecule adsorbing to the sensor surface generates signal. An appropriate polymer surface
coating can make the sensor surface less reactive to typical interferants, decreasing non-specific
binding, and such an approach is demonstrated in Chapter Three.
The SMR design also enables a particle (or flow-through) mode, where the transient frequency
change caused by a traversing particle quantifies its buoyant mass43 (Figure 1-1C). Recently this
method has been used to weigh populations of cells at various points in the cell cycle44, and to
measure the growth of single cells45. Chapter Four introduces a biomolecular sensing assay
based on weighing populations of functionalized polystyrene beads before and after incubation
with a target sample.
Frequency Frequency
C
C
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0
cc
Time
Figure 1-1: SMR schematic and descriptions of two measurement modes. (A) Embedded
microchannels allow fluid delivery to a resonating microcantilever packaged in a vacuum cavity,
which minimizes viscous damping and allows for precise determination of resonant frequency.
(B) Surface mode. An increase in the mass of the resonator causes a decrease in its resonant
frequency, schematically demonstrated by a shift in the peak (resonant) frequency. (C) Particle
(flow-through) mode. As particles traverse the SMR, the magnitude of the associated transient
frequency shift quantifies particle buoyant mass. Figure reprinted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature8 , 2007.
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Chapter Two
System overview and advances
2.1 Introduction
This chapter will detail developments for the SMR system pursued as part of this thesis. The
sensor chip itself was not a focus of this development, rather the cast of supporting systems
necessary to conducting both surface and bead assays which will be addressed in detail in
Chapters Three and Four.
In particular, advances in fluidic handling, differential measurement, and software analyses for
particle-weighing data were developed with the goals of increasing assay performance and
practicality. For fluidic handling, a microfluidic autosampler chip was developed to replace lab-
scale devices with undesirable chemical compatibility and large footprint. Differential
measurement was achieved with a dual-SMR system that enabled more precise measurements for
surface assays. Increased precision for bead assays was accomplished by evolving an improved
parameter set for the custom signal processing Matlab program MkHist.
In order to place these advances in context, the complete SMR system will first be briefly
described. Further details on SMR chip fabrication, frequency readout and drive electronics can
be found in the doctoral thesis of Thomas Burg46.
2.2 System overview
SMR fabrication was performed by Innovative Micron Devices, a commercial foundry in Santa
Barbara, CA 8 . To enable fluidic connections and frequency readout, chips are individually
epoxied and wirebonded onto printed circuit boards and inserted into a custom-machined
aluminum and copper clamp (Figure 2-1). A Teflon manifold is compressed against the chip
surface with perfluoroelastomer O-rings (Simrit, Z485-001) aligning fluid tubing (Upchurch
1689) to bypass channel access ports. A custom drive circuit is used to electrostatically drive
cantilevers into oscillation at their resonant frequency. Frequency is measured by an optical
lever powered by a diode laser module source (Coherent ULN, 635 nm) and measured with a
segmented photodiode (UDT Sensors SPOT-2D). For surface assays, SMRs with microchannel
interior dimensions of 3 pm x 8 pm x 200 pm (height x width x length) were used ("3x8's").
For bead assays, the interior height was increased to 8 pm ("8x8's") to accommodate passage of
larger diameter beads. Quality factor Q of every resonator was measured with a
spectrum/network analyzer (Agilent 4395A). Normalized kinetic energy of oscillation was fit to
the Lorentzian function Lf (Equation 2-1) to obtain the resonant frequencyfo and the width of the
frequency bandwidth F at which the energy is at least half its peak value, which can be used to
calculate Q with Equation 2-2:
1
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Figure 2-1: System overview. (A) Micrograph of 200 pm long microcantilever. (B) SMR chip
bonded to printed circuit board (PCB). (C) PCB in custom-machined clamp, with Teflon
manifold compressed against surface aligning tubing to chip fluid ports. (D) Optical lever
frequency readout.
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Figure 2-2: Quality factor Q was measured for phosphate buffer saline (PBS)-filled chips to
confirm frequency resolution met specifications. (A) Qs for two 3 pm x 8 pm (height x width)
SMRs in the same chip, used simultaneously for differential measurements. (B) 8 pm x 8 pm
SMRs exhibit smaller Qs and higher resonant frequencies; single cantilevers are sufficient for
bead assays.
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2.3 Fluid control
Two bypass channels of cross-sectional dimension of 30 pm x 100 pm (height x width) are used
to quickly deliver solutions to the cantilever microchannel (Figure 2-3). For all experiments
conducted herein, pressure-driven flow was used to control fluid movements. Pressure can be
controlled directly at the sample or waste reservoirs connected to the bypass channels, but only
indirectly at their junction with the resonator microchannel. In order to derive an estimate for
those pressures, which determine flow velocity in the microchannel, a fluidics model was built in
Matlab with analogy to a simple voltage-resistance circuit. Fluidic resistance for rectangular
microchannels was calculated with Equation 2-3 for fluid flow Qh between parallel plates a
distance H apart, given a pressure drop AP over length L with P viscosity fluid47 . As flow rate is
dependent on the third power of channel characteristic length, the smaller dimension H
dominates fluidic resistance (for example, 3 pm in 3x8s) and the larger dimension W is used to
scale the per-width result, ignoring edge effects. Fluidic resistance in the tubing connecting the
chip was modeled with Equation 2-4 for fluid flow in a cylindrical pipe with radius R47.
Qh H 3 AP
w 12p L (2-3)
iiR 4 Ap
QR Q 811 L (2-4)
Predictions for flow rates in the bypass channels were experimentally verified by flowing
solutions of different densities and measuring the time required to reach the sensing region from
the sample container, as the length of tubing used can be directly measured (data not shown).
Flow rates in the resonator microchannel are more difficult to measure directly and were only
estimated with the model described. Typical flow rates were on the order of 40 pL/min in the
bypass channels and ~0. 100 [tL/min in the sensor. In addition, the time scale of the transition
from one sample to another indicates the magnitude of diffusion along the sample front.
Variability in the concentration of an injected sample can introduce errors in a measurement. In
order to sharpen and standardize concentration plugs of injected samples, a fluidic delivery
scheme incorporating a loading step followed by an injection step is performed. During loading,
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a sample is delivered through the sample bypass while solution from the buffer bypass flows
through the resonator. The volume of the cantilever microchannel of 20 picoliters in 3x8
resonators (of which 10 picoliters is suspended, and 10 picoliters is from the cantilever base to
the bypass channel junction) is much smaller than that of the bypass channel (~300 nanoliters).
Thus when sample is injected the sample bypass acts as an effective sample reservoir. Once the
reservoir is filled, pressures at either end of the sample bypass can be equalized to stop further
sample flow, leading to efficient sample use.
Bd$/
Ri R2 R3
Rs
R6 R7 R8 R9
Figure 2-3: Modeling flow velocity in the SMR chip. (A) Chip illustration. (B) Fluidics can be
abstracted as channels connecting the fluidic access ports (circles) to the SMRs. (C) Fluidic
elements can be modeled individually with analogy to an electric circuit (pressure ~ voltage,
flow - current), with fluidic resistance derived from Equations 2-3 and 2-4. Element dimensions
are L = length, ID = tubing inner diameter, H = channel height, and W = channel width. Pressures
PT and PB determine flow rate in the sensor microchannel. Known applied pressures P-Pi
together with resistances RI-R 9 allow estimation of pressures at every node and flow rates in
every edge (D).
Pi
2.4 Autosampler chip
The inherent size and portability advantages provided by sensors of microfluidic scale are lost if
the associated fluidic handling equipment is "lab-scale". For example, the sensing volume of the
SMR is only 10 picoliters, but conventional fluid handling hardware (syringe pumps,
autosamplers, robotic pipettes, etc) operate at the ptL or mL scale. In addition, traditional
laboratory instruments containing materials such as stainless steel and polyetheretherketone
(PEEK) in the fluidic path have limited chemical compatibility. Previous SMR surface assays
utilized portions of an Agilent 1100 Series HPLC system to automate handling of samples. This
instrument was many times larger than the SMR chip, and both the needle seat and rotary valve
in the instrument required frequent cleanings to maintain consistent sample delivery. Delivery of
the cleaning solution piranha (3:1 v/v H2 SO 4 :H2 0 2) required disassembly of the fluidic path and
use of a manually pumped Hamilton 100ptL micro-syringe.
To eliminate our reliance on these instruments, we developed the Autosampler Chip (ASC), a
microfluidic autosampler on a chip with all glass and Teflon construction and thus similar
chemical compatibility and reusability as the silica and glass SMR chip. This was very desirable
from a materials perspective as the integrated ASC/SMR system has all of the material
compatibility advantages of the SMR, including the ability to clean and reuse devices.
Efforts to miniaturize analytical assays are widespread, falling under the category of Lab on a
Chip, micro total analyses systems (pTAS), or more generally microfluidics. Thousands of
publications have followed since the notion of ptTAS was first proposed by Manz in 199048. The
scope of the field was thoroughly reviewed in a special issue of Nature in 20064 .
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is typically favored for microfluidic fabrication due to the ease of
lab-scale fabrication and rapid-prototyping5 0 compared to silicon and glass. When viewed as an
integrated part of the SMR system, however, the introduction of PDMS in the flow path
introduces a new set of compatibility concerns. For example, the piranha cleaning solution
tolerated by the SMR would degrade PDMS, and many common chemicals swell PDMS.
In lieu of using PDMS, the ASC used glass-Teflon-glass valves developed and characterized by
William Grover in the Manalis Lab5 1 . A collaboration was undertaken to integrate the ASC with
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the SMR for performing automated surface assays (Figure 2-4). ASC fabrication was performed
in the MIT Microsystems Technology Laboratory (Figure 2-5). 22 on-chip valves regulate
fluidic interfaces and in-chip flow paths (Figure 2-6), and enable the ASC to control all aspects
of fluid handling - drawing fluid from sample containers, metering and delivering to SMRs, and
rinsing/washing the entire flow path.
Fluid flow for the delivery of rinse buffer (PBS) was controlled by positive pressure, between
10-15 psi regulated from a nitrogen tank. A bench-top vacuum pump provided up to 10 psi of
negative pressure used for both opening valves and pulling fluid from sample containers. Each
of the 22 valves in the ASC was controlled individually by off-chip solenoid valves controlled by
LabVIEW. Automated subroutines for delivery of samples required coordinated opening and
closing of appropriate valves. These subroutines were written and processed by the custom
LabVIEW program OCW . Automated sample handling and the reduction of human-performed
steps makes an assay simpler to execute and thus more widely accessible, and also increase
repeatability in results by eliminating variabilities introduced by manual procedures.
Samples and reagents Autosampler chip
Rinse buffer|
Microliter
sample :
Surface
functionalization Wash
solution
Figure 2-4: ASC/SMR integrated system. The Autosampler Chip automates handling of
samples, reagents and wash solutions to the SMR. Not to scale.
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Figure 2-5: ASC fabrication and valve operation. (A) Borosilicate glass photomask plates (1)
were exposed to fluidic and pneumatic channel patterns in UV light through a transparency mask
(2). Exposed photoresist, chrome and glass were removed by developing and wet etching (3),
leaving channel features etched in glass (4). (B) A featureless 25 um thick FEP (fluorinated
ethylene-propylene) Teflon valve membrane is then sandwiched between the fluidic and
pneumatic wafers before bonding the plates together in an oven at 100 0C for one hour. (C)
Valves are normally closed and are opened by applying vacuum pressure to the desired
penumatic channel47 .
Figure 2-6: ASC design.
(numbered in red) etched
channels in the pneumatic
green.
Features in black indicate fluid channels and fluidic connectors
in the fluidic layer. Features in gray indicate valves and associated
layer; valves controlling intra-ASC fluidic connections are lettered in
Results with the integrated ASC/SMR system were satisfactory but not without some
experimental difficulties. Multiple runs of a complete surface assay cycle (surface modification /
measurement / wash) were successfully demonstrated (Figure 2-7). However, these results were
difficult to duplicate after a particular ASC had been used for more than -10 cycles. Return to a
clean baseline was not achieved after a piranha wash, and low levels of surface binding followed,
likely due to contamination of the sample channels. Very long rinsing times - on the scale of
many hours - were not sufficient in overcoming this obstacle. We speculate that this
contamination can be understood in terms of the flow dynamics of rinsing in a microfluidic
device. Every valve in the ASC presents a right angle union between the Teflon sheet and the
glass walls; pressure-driven flow would be exceedingly slow at these edges, limiting rinsing to
diffusive processes. Additionally, at low vacuum pressure (below -10 psi) we found the
introduction of air bubbles in the flow path. We speculate that air bubbles were introduced via
insufficiently sealed connectors along the flow path, for example in the tubing interfaces between
the ASC and sample containers and SMR. It is far easier to prevent leaking of fluid through such
small openings than air, due to air's much lower viscosity, so we speculate that vacuum driven
systems may in general be more prone to air bubble issues. Air bubbles have large effects on
microfluidic flow 53, and in practice their presence together with highly viscous piranha made
total automation difficult to achieve.
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Figure 2-7: Surface functionalization cycles with ASC/SMR integrated system. Three cycles of
surface functionalization followed by piranha cleaning with the integrated ASC/SMR system.
Details on materials and methods used are presented in Chapter 4.
These results demonstrate that the ASC/SMR could be used in disposable fashion, although the
contamination and bubble issues made this approach challenging when reusability was necessary
in the research setting. Rubber-septa top vials (Wheaton W22461 1) were used instead as easily-
pressurized, inexpensive and disposable sample containers. Tubing and a pressure source can be
quickly inserted through the rubber-septa top (Figure 2-8). This solution lacks automatic
sample-handling but worked consistently.
Figure 2-8: Rubber-septa top fluidics. Rubber septa vials are disposable and easily assembled.
Tubings for fluid flow and needles for pressure control can be quickly inserted through the
septum forming a seal airtight to 30 psi (inset). Sample and buffer vials held in a temperature-
controlled bath are visible in the upper half of this photograph while waste vials are in the lower
half; all are connected via FEP tubing to the SMR clamp.
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2.5 Differential measurement
Single microcantilevers are subject to undesired signal fluctuations caused by thermal drift4 0 .
By flowing buffer solution on freshly cleaned sensors, the magnitude of this drift was found to
be on the order of 100 mHz (equivalent to 4.6 ng/cm 2) on the time scale of 20 min and over 250
mHz on the time scale of multiple hours (Figure 2-9). The time scale of surface assays is similar
during target detection and surface functionalization steps, respectively. Thus this background
variation was a significant source of measurement uncertainty; by contrast the mass resolution of
the SMR in a 1 Hz bandwidth is 0.01 ng/cm 2 46*
A dual-SMR measurement scheme was implemented to enable higher precision frequency
measurements on surface assay time scales. To simultaneously measure frequency of both
SMRs on a single chip, a second optical lever was implemented within the same optical layout
via addition of polarizing beam-splitter cubes at the laser source and immediately before split-
photodiode detectors. A second SMR drive circuit was necessary to drive both cantilevers
independently. In typical chips, manufacturing uncertainties introduce enough variation in
microcantilever geometry such that resonant frequencies varied by more than 500 Hz with
identical solutions. Interference between SMRs was not found to be problematic, except for a
single chip where resonant frequencies were within 20 Hz. In that case a substantial beat
frequency was evident in the frequency readout, together with decreased frequency precision for
both sensors, precluding that particular chip from dual-SMR applications.
The differential reading was taken as the difference of the two measurements at synchronized
time points, obtained from two frequency counters (Agilent 5318 1A) sampled at 2 Hz. Baseline
drift was significantly reduced with this scheme, to -30 mHz on a 20 min time scale and 100
mHz over multiple hours (Figure 2-9). In addition to reducing drift, the differential scheme
allows one sensor to be used as a control surface - functionalized identically to a sensing surface
but with probes specific to a target not present in the sample solution. Critically, the calibration
coefficients within a single chip were found to vary by less than 1%. Thus for small changes in
SMR mass - such as those caused by non-specific adsorption of biomolecules to the sensor
surface - the differential scheme allowed for rejection of common biochemical in addition to
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physical signal. In this case, it is not the magnitude but rather the variability in non-specific
binding that effectively limits specificity.
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Figure 2-9: Reduction in drift with differential measurement. Simultaneous frequency readings
from both sensors filled with buffer on a freshly cleaned chip demonstrate undesired frequency
drift, which limits frequency resolution of individual SMRS on time scales longer than a few
minutes. Subtracting frequency 2 from frequency 1 at every time point yields the differential
reading with much improved stability.
Figure 2-10: Differential scheme fluidics. Both SMRs on a chip are connected identically,
minimizing differences in fluid delivery that can introduce systemic errors in the differential
reading. Tubing in the sample vial can be inserted onto separate containers during probe
functionalization to establish signal and control surfaces. Smaller diameter tubing in the buffer
bypasses (red) biases flow in the resonator towards the sample bypass, if P1=P2 and P3=P4, to
allow loading of the sample without unintended injection into SMRs.
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2.6 Evolving peak analyses software
Data from the SMR particle sizing mode requires a more in depth software analysis approach
than that of surface mode. Determining frequency peak heights from raw data is more
challenging than simply averaging baseline values before and after target injection. A single
data set contains an unknown number of particle sizing events, often hundreds or thousands
spread over 30-90 minutes of data, necessitating an automated peak-sizing routine that
automatically characterizes putative frequency peaks representing particles traversing through
the SMR.
The data format unfortunately presents difficulties that preclude the use of off-the-shelf signal
processing tools. For example, particles enter the SMR randomly and the surrounding baseline
must be calculated individually for each peak. Multiple particles may traverse the SMR
simultaneously. The traversal time - and associated number of data points for a peak - may
change as particles settle in the microfluidic channels, increasing fluidic resistance and
decreasing flow velocity. The challenge for the analysis is to automatically generate a histogram
of frequency peak heights that correlate with the buoyant mass of the associated particles,
without introducing artifacts that can lead to systemic errors. This becomes increasingly
challenging with buoyant masses below 50 femtograms, as the magnitude of associated
frequency peaks approaches that of baseline noise.
Previously, a Matlab peak analysis routine called MkHist involved a hybrid approach where an
analyses resulted in a list of putative peaks that were manually confirmed or rejected.
To fully automate the process, additional scoring functions were introduced that characterized a
potential peak's symmetry and closeness to other peaks and a variety of cutoffs relating to peak
and baseline shape (Matlab code in Appendix A). This enabled automated peak height
determination for thousands of peaks54 . The number of parameters (numeric constants) required
as part of the analyses rapidly grew to over twenty, and it became difficult to determine which
parameter values resulted in the most accurate analyses.
To improve the parameter set so as to increase precision and accuracy in peak analyses, a genetic
algorithm (GA) was developed that evolved the parameter set given training data of particle
standards in different solution densities (details on materials and methods in chapter 4). GAs
draw inspiration from biological evolution to traverse parameter-space through guided, discrete
steps chosen from randomly generated alternatives (Figure 2-1 1).
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Figure 2-11: Overview of genetic algorithm for parameter evolution. Genetic algorithms explore
parameter space in an iterative procedure, stepping into the optimal of several randomly
generated alternatives in each cycle. Large numbers of parameters and limited data sets can lead
to over-fitting, which can be checked by validating results with independent data sets.
Results for the analyses of four sample data sets of 3.09 pm polystyrene beads with original and
evolved parameters are shown in Table 2-1 (data acquisition procedures are presented in Chapter
Four). Analyzing data sets with the evolved parameters resulted in standard deviations less than
half of those obtained with the original analyses, which led to improved assay resolution.
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Figure 2-12: At each generation, the fitness score F (inset) improves or is maintained if none of
the generated mutants improves upon the previous generation. The coefficient C weighs the
influence of sensor linearity; xi is the fitted peak height mean and x, is the predicted peak height
mean at that run's solution density. C2 weighs the sum of standard error of the runs; standard
deviation oi over the root of particle number Ni. C3 weighs the analyses time t weighed by a
constant r to favor faster execution. Coefficients were empirically chosen as C1 = 108 / Hz2, C2
= 104 /Hz, C3 = 1,,r = 60 sec.
33.6 +/- 14.5 0.3957 47.8 +/- 7.1 0.1863
2 55.7 +/- 13.9 0.3501 54.8 +/- 6.9 0.1709
3 55.1 /-18.7 0.4129 61.4+/-6.8 0.1506
4 76+/- 14.5 0.3512 74.6+/-6.7 0.1646
Table 2-1: MkHist analyses with original and evolved parameter sets. Four populations of
streptavidin coated polystyrene beads of 3.09 pm diameter were sized for 1 hour each, in a
solution density close to the bead density which decreased bead buoyant mass below 50
femtograms. Further details on this method can be found in Chapter 4; the focus of the genetic
algorithm is decreasing the standard deviation within each run by minimizing errors introduced
during peak analyses. SD = standard deviation, SE = standard error.
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Chapter Three
Surface assay
3.1 Introduction
In the SMR surface assay, biomolecular adsorption to the sensor surface increases cantilever
mass, and is quantified directly by the resulting change in cantilever resonant frequency (Figure
3-1). Previous version of this assay successfully demonstrated quantitative detection of purified
IgG targets, but were insufficiently specific to detect samples in complex solutions. This
characteristic limited potential applications to analytical characterizations of highly purified
samples. In contrast, for an assay to have potential for routine clinical applications it must be
able to detect samples in complex media like serum and urine with a minimum of sample
preparation steps.
Development of a super-low fouling surface based on zwitterionic polymers coupled with a
reference microcantilever enabled such measurements in the SMR. Similar polymers have been
used in Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) systems to improve specificity of biomolecular
detection in undiluted human serum and plasma5 6,57 . Herein we demonstrate that similar surfaces
modified to work in SMRs can be used to enable detection of activated leukocyte cell adhesion
molecule (ALCAM) in undiluted serum with a limit of detection of 10 ng/mL, or 95 picomolar.
This result confirms the potential of this platform to conduct single-step biomarker detection
from complex media with essentially no sample preparation. This chapter will first present the
system used and analyses of the flow characteristics of the assay. Preliminary results detecting
human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) with two alternate surfaces will be briefly presented,
followed by detailed discussion of the ALCAM results.
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Figure 3-1: Surface assay principle of operation. (A) A baseline resonant frequency fo is
measured for a cantilever with freshly cleaned sensor surfaces. Capture agents are immobilized
onto the sensor surfaces (B), and the resonant frequency decreases by Afi as the cantilever mass
increases. (C) Sample solution is injected then rinsed. Specifically bound targets bind to the
sensor surface, further increasing the cantilever mass and decreasing the resonant frequency by
Af2. Both Afi and Af2 are determined by averaging frequency measurements over several minutes
before and after sample injection.
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Figure 3-2: Surface assay scheme. (1) Freshly cleaned resonator surfaces are prepared by
piranha cleaning. (2) A surface coating solution is injected that adsorbs directly to the resonator
Si0 2 surfaces. (3) Target and control IgG are then injected and immobilized through covalent or
affinity binding. (4) Sample is injected simultaneously into both cantilevers, and the differential
signal isolates the desired mass signal of specific target binding.
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3.2 Materials and methods
SMR chips used contained two vacuum packaged microcantilevers of resonant frequency
-200kHz with embedded U-shaped microchannels of dimensions 3 pm x 8 pm x 200 gim (height
x width x length). SMRs were calibrated by measuring the resonance frequency of
microcantilevers filled with solutions of known density (H20 and EtOH), resulting in a
coefficient of volumetric density change per frequency change. This is converted to surface
mass density change by multiplying by microcantilever volume over surface area. Assuming
biomolecular densities of 1.35 g/mL4 2 and running buffer density 1 g/mL, measured buoyant
mass is converted to absolute mass by multiplying by the ratio of biomolecular density over
buoyant density (1.35 g/mL over 0.35 g/mL). Results presented herein for ALCAM detection
were performed on three different SMR chips whose six microcantilevers had calibration
coefficients of 46±0.4 (mean ± s.d.) (ng/cm2)/Hz.
Fluids were delivered to the device from pressurized vials (Wheaton W2246 11) connected to the
fluidic bypasses on the SMR via 225 pm inner diameter PTFE tubing (Upchurch 1689).
Computer-controlled valves selected between atmospheric air and regulated N2 gas at 10 psi for
each vial. 150 pim inner diameter tubing (red in Figure 1) was used to connect the buffer bypass
to waste vials, thus when P1=P2 and P3=P4 (sample loading) fluid enters the microcantilever
from the buffer side and prevents sample solution from entering the microcantilever until the
pressures are switched for sample injection. A water bath maintained chip temperature at 25
C. During an experiment, both microcantilever frequencies were measured continuously and
independently, to allow implementation of a differential sensing scheme with appropriately
functionalized sensing and control microcantilevers.
Because of the inert nature of the tubing and the glass and silicon chips, harsh cleaning solutions
such as sulfuric acid may be injected enabling device cleaning and re-use. Devices were cleaned
as follows: after 30 min PBS rinse, freshly prepared piranha (3:1 v/v H2 SO4 :H2 0 2) was injected
from sample and buffer vials, while the chip was heated to 45 *C by an embedded thermoelectric
module. After 30 min, channels were rinsed with deionized water (dH20) until all traces of
piranha were removed, as temperature returned to 25 C. Fresh dH 20 was then injected for 60
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min, followed by 30 min of ethanol, followed by 20 min of N2 gas. Devices were then typically
stored dry overnight. Prior to use, fresh dH20 was injected for 60 minutes and flow rates were
checked visually (by counting the rate of drop formation in waste vial tubes) to ensure sensor and
control SMRs had similar flow rates. Cleaned devices typically returned to within 1 Hz of pre-
experiment frequencies.
Figure 3-3: Fluidics schematic. (a) Cut-away view of SMR microcantilever. The U-shaped
sensor channel has a 3 x 8 pm cross section and is embedded in a resonating silicon beam
extending 200 pm into a vacuum packaged cavity. (b) Sensor chip with 2 SMRs addressable by
bypass channels connected by Teflon tubing to pressure-controlled vials off-chip; one SMR is
used as a control (reference) sensor. Blue tubing: ID 225 pm, red tubing: ID 150 pm. (c) Fluid
delivery schemes: Sample Load fills sample bypass channels with sample (blue) while the
microcantilevers and buffer bypasses are flushed with running buffer (black), Sample Inject
delivers a sharp concentration sample to the microcantilevers. Figures not to scale. Reproduced
in part with permission from Analytical Chemistry58 , Copyright 2010.
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3.3 Transport Coefficients
An analyses of the relevant transport coefficients follows from a generalized treatments of
microfluidic immunoassays5 9 . The purpose of the analyses is in determining if the flow velocity
is sufficient to place the reaction between targets and probes in the surface in a reaction-limited
as opposed to transport-limited regime. This is desirable so that reactions near equilibrium as
quickly as possible, both for shorter-duration assays and to minimize drift-dependent errors that
increase with time. An in-depth analyses is not required, rather the simplifying assumption that
all molecules that reach the sensor surface bind irreversibly allows for a simpler estimate based
solely on transport flux rates.
Flow velocity in the resonator microchannel can be estimated via Equation 3-1 for flow between
two parallel plates, multiplied by a width term and neglecting edge effects. For H20, with
viscosity pD = 0.9 mPa ' sec, a pressure difference of 10 psi across the 3 [tm by 8 pim
microchannel of length 800 [tm leads to an estimated flow velocity of 60 nanoliters/min. Note
that half of this length is suspended in the resonator, and the rest connects the resonator to the
bypass channels. The mean linear flow rate Un follows as 2.5 meters/min. The Reynolds
number Rc characterizing the effect of inertial forces over viscous forces for a fluid of kinematic
viscosity v ~ 0.9 mm2/sec and hydrodynamic diameter DH ~ 4.4 ptm is then 0.18, indicating
laminar flow (Equation 3-2). For a globular 100 kDa protein, the diffusivity D can be estimated
as 5 ' 10-5 mm2 / sec. The Peclet number PeH characterizing the ratio of diffusive over convective
time in the dimension orthogonal to flow is 2,500, indicating convective transport is faster than
diffusion (Equation 3-3). The second Peclet number Pes characterizes the same ratio in the flow
direction (Equation 3-4). For k = L / H with channel dimensions L = 800 pim and H = 3 pim, k =
267.7, hence Pes ~ 109, again favoring convective transport. The depletion zone 6 above each
surface is then estimated as 0.8 ptm, which is smaller than half the channel height of 3 pim,
indicating the flux of molecules into the microcantilever from convection is sufficient to
replenish the depletion of molecules from irreversible binding in the surface.
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3.4 Surface Chemistry
A common challenge in label-free detection is the need for surface coatings that enable specific
binding of targets while repelling non-specific binding (NSB), also called fouling, of proteins
present in abundant concentration in complex media such as urine or blood. Detailed molecular
mechanisms of NSB remain poorly understood as modeling interactions between molecules and
surfaces in solution at the molecular scale is computationally expensive due to the large number
of entities and forces involved 60' 61. NSB reduction can be explained by two fundamental
mechanisms. Conformationally flexible polymer coatings can exist in a variety of microstates,
leading to high entropic energy and a thermodynamic barrier to being displaced by more rigid
structures. A tightly bound hydration layer can present a high activation energy barrier,
providing a kinetic barrier. Many empirical investigations into properties that enable a surface to
resist NSB from blood-derived media have been presented, particularly in the context of
polyethylene glycol (PEG) 62 . PEG-based coatings are widely applied for both in vitro assays
and in vivo drug delivery 63. Neutral electrical charge density, sufficiently long polymer chain
length and sufficient packing density have been found to be critical in reducing NSB 4.
More recently, a variety of alternate surface coatings has been reported with NSB-resistance
65,66 6
comparable or better than PEG ' . In particular, zwitterionic coatings67 formed on gold
surfaces have been demonstrated to reduce NSB to near-undetectable levels from undiluted
human serum and plasma56'57,68-70. Formation of self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of such
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polymers is typically based on thiol-gold chemistry, with high coating density (greater than 100
ng/cm 2 ) crucial to performance.
The SMR's SiO 2 surface can only be accessed through the bypass microchannels, requiring a
different attachment strategy. Previously, polylysine (PLL)-PEG conjugates relied on
electrostatic interactions for attachment71 72 . Coverage densities ranging from 50 to 100 ng / cm 2
were commonly observed, and fouling from undiluted serum was found to decrease by 90-95%
relative to bare SiO 2. The resulting levels of NSB were still too high for detection of clinically
relevant concentrations of target biomarkers, even with extensive blocking and washing
strategies (data not shown). This motivated investigations into alternate surface coatings. An
engineered SiO 2 binding protein recently developed by Krauland and Belcher , 2K1 73, was tested
as a replacement for PLL-PEG, with the human chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG) as a model
target. Surfaces functionalized with 2K1 bound twice the target relative to PLL-PEG, but
experiments with diluted serum were plagued with clogging issues, preventing a complete data
set from being gathered. An effort to adapt the zwitterionic coatings developed by the Jiang
group at the University of Washington for use in the SMR 74 based on an understanding of the
mechanism of adhesion of mussel-foot-protein then proved more successful.
3.5 hCG detection
Human chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG), a 36.7 kDa glycoprotein hormone, was used as model
target so as to compare results with recently published biosensor results68. Purified hCG was
obtained from Scripps Labs together with monoclonal anti-hCG IgGs (Scripps Labs MC095).
Target binding onto two different surface coatings was investigated. A PLL-PEG-biotin
conjugate was obtained from Zyomix Corporation , and small quantities of 2K1 expressed as a
conjugate with mannose binding protein and protein A were provided directly by Eric Krauland.
Protein A is a surface protein from Staphylococcus aureus that binds the Fc region of IgGs as a
defense strategy against defending immune systems, used in this case to directly bind probe
IgGs.
SMRs were functionalized by direct injection of the coating agents onto resonators with freshly
cleaned surfaces. 2K1 at 0.1 mg/mL was injected for 5 min and resulted in adsorption of -150
ng/cm2 of mass. Subsequently, IgG was injected in the same manner. For experiments with
PLL-PEG-biotin surfaces, PLL-PEG-biotin was diluted to 0.1 mg/mL in 10% PBS and injected
onto clean cantilevers for 10 min, which led to adsorption of ~100 ng/cm2. Neutravidin (Pierce
31000), a tetrameric biotin binder, was injected at 0.1 mg/mL as an interlinking layer, resulting
in addition of~300 ng/cm2. IgGs were biotinylated with an NHS-biotin kit (Pierce NHS-PE0 1 2-
biotin) and subsequently injected at 0.1 mg/mL, leading to adsorption of 60 ng/cm2. Mass per
area calculations assume molecular densities of 1.35 g/mL, likely an overestimate for PLL-PEG-
biotin. For both surfaces, increasing concentrations of hCG were sequentially injected to
generate the standard curves shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Preliminary human Chorionic Gonadotrophin (hCG) detection with anti-hCG IgG
and two different surface coatings. A control cantilever with anti-goat IgG was used to generate
differential responses. Increasing concentrations of purified hCG were serially injected into
surfaces prepared with (A) 2Kl, an engineered SiO 2 binding protein, and (B) PLL-PEG-biotin as
indicated in insets. The cumulative adsorbed hCG mass is plotted. Frequent clogging issues
prevented the acquisition of replicate data sets, and motivated the need for improved surfaces.
3.6 ALCAM Detection
Activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule (ALCAM) is a 105 kDa glycoprotein identified as a
potential biomarker for various carcinomas; it is typically found in blood serum at concentrations
z84 ng/mL, with levels over 100 ng/mL potentially indicating pancreatic carcinoma7 5 . Herein
we demonstrate detection of ALCAM in undiluted serum with a limit of detection of 10 ng/mL,
utilizing both a reference cantilever and a super-low fouling surface based on zwitterionic
polymers. To ensure surface reactions were not transport limited, flow velocity in the SMR
during sample delivery was large enough to replenish analyte concentration faster than depletion
due to binding57 . Using conservative assumptions for ALCAM diffusivity (D=10 5 cm 2/sec) and
antibody-target rate constant (kON 1.2x1 06 cm 3/sec/mol), the Damk6hler number representing
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the ratio of maximal binding rates over transport flux was calculated to be < 10-
3.6.1 Materials and methods
For poly(ethyleneglycol) (PEG) fouling tests, poly(L-lysine)-PEG (SuSoS AG, SZ25-46) was
reconstituted in PBS at 1 mg/mL and injected for 10 min, resulting in an adsorbed coating as
described previously with a similar, biotinylated reagent8 . For all other experiments, DOPA 2-
pCBMA 2 was reconstituted in dH20-HCl (pH 3.0) to a concentration of 2.5 mg/mL and
sonicated for 25 minutes. THF was added to cloud point (~75% additional volume), and the
mixture was injected for 20 minutes, followed by 10 min dH20 injection to quantify adsorption
(see Figure 3-6). For antibody functionalization, carboxylate groups of the DOPA2-pCBMA2
surface were activated by injection of a freshly prepared solution of N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS) (0.05 M) and N-ethyl-N'-(3-diethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (0.2
M) in dH20 for 7 min. NHS/EDC was injected through the buffer bypass so as to activate the
microcantilever but not the sample bypass surfaces. The dual bypass design enables this targeted
functionalization scheme and prevents target depletion along non-sensing surfaces. Sodium
acetate buffer (SA; 10 mM, pH 5.0) was briefly injected to obtain a stable baseline. A solution
of antibodies at 50 ptg/mL in 1% PBS in dH20 (pH 10.0) was injected for 14 min. The
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functionalized surface was washed for 10 min with 10mM phosphate buffer containing 0.75 M
NaCl, pH 8.2, to remove all noncovalently bound ligands. During the protein immobilization,
the residual activated groups of DOPA 2-pCBMA 2 were deactivated. To quantify the amount of
immobilized antibodies, SA buffer was injected again for 5 min. A minimum antibody coverage
of 90 ng/cm2 was chosen, and the antibody functionalization procedure (beginning with the
NHS/EDC injection) was repeated for experiments whose initial coverage fell below this value.
The functionalized surface was then rinsed with PBS for 10 min. Devices filled with stationary
PBS were stored for up to 60 min before being used for the experiments shown herein.
Sensing antibodies were mouse anti-ALCAM monoclonal IgGs (R&D systems, MAB6561).
Control antibodies were whole goat IgG (Abcam, AB37373). Sensing and control
microcantilevers were alternated to ensure they would be equivalent.
3.6.2 Synthesis of DOPA2-pCBMA 2
(3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine)2-(poly-carboxybetaine methacrylate)2 (DOPA2-pCBMA2) was
prepared as previously described74 using atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). Briefly,
after synthesizing both the initiator, N,N'-(2-hydroxypropane-1,3-diyl)bis(3-(3,4-bis(tert-
butyldimethylsilyloxy)phenyl)-2-(2-bromo-2-methylpropanamido)propanamide), and the CBMA
monomer, the ATRP reaction was carried out overnight. The subsequent polymer conjugate was
purified by dialysis and dried as a white powder. The tert-butyldimethylsilyloxy protecting
groups were removed using 1 M tetrabutylammonium fluoride in tetrahydrofuran (THF), washed
with fresh THF, and then dried under reduced pressure. The remaining white powder was
aliquoted and stored at -20'C until used.
3.6.3 Measurement of nonspecific protein adsorption and protein binding
To test nonspecific protein adsorption, aliquots of fetal bovine serum stored at -20 "C (Sigma
Aldrich, F2442) were thawed, centrifuge-filtered (Millipore, UFC30LG25) and injected for 5
min in the sensing microcantilever functionalized with anti-ALCAM IgG. PBS was injected in
the identically functionalized control microcantilever. No blocking step was performed.
For protein binding experiments, human recombinant ALCAM/Fc chimera (R&D Systems, 656-
AL-100) was reconstituted in PBS with 1 mg/mL BSA and 0.01% Tween-20, then spiked into
serum to a final concentration range of 10 to 1,000 ng/mL. Sample solutions were injected for
10 min followed by PBS rinsing. Prior to sample injections, a blocking solution of 1 mg/mL
BSA in PBS was injected for 5 min, followed by 10 min injection of blank (pure) serum.
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Figure 3-5: Total nonspecific adsorption after serum injection. Serum incubation time was 5
minutes, followed by surface washing with PBS for 10 min. The adsorbed layer density was
assumed to be 1.35 mg/mL. N=3, error bar is 1 S.D.
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3.6.4 DOPA2-pCBMA2 functionalization
We have previously demonstrated PEG-based SMR surface coatings for biomolecular detection,
a technique useful for quantifying purified targets in solution. In non-purified solutions such as
serum, the variability of non-specific binding severely limited biomolecular resolution. Jiang
and colleagues have previously demonstrated the ability of zwitterionic polymers containing the
carboxybetaine moiety to significantly reduce nonspecific adsorption from 100% human serum
and plasma, improving on traditional PEG surfaces 6 . Briefly, hydration plays a key role in the
prevention of non-specific protein binding. Zwitterions effectively shield a surface from
biomolecular binding by forming a strong hydration layer via electrostatic interactions, compared
to the weaker binding of water to PEG, which is based on hydrogen bonding76 . Furthermore,
such surface chemistries were shown to obtain the abundant functional groups necessary for
efficient immobilization of protein probes such as antibodies. However, attaching these
carboxybetaine polymers to sensor surfaces required the use of organic solvents and copper
based catalytic systems.
The SMR's SiO 2 sensor surface is packaged in a chip and can only be accessed via bypass
channels, which limits available reaction conditions and necessitates a different strategy for
utilizing carboxybetaine groups. To this end, polymer conjugates based on the adhesive DOPA
and pCBMA were created. After first testing these conjugates using an SPR biosensor, the
appropriate environment necessary for adsorption onto SMRs was determined. Addition of THF
was found to greatly promote DOPA 2-pCBMA 2 adsorption, which we suspect is due to a
decrease in formation of micelles from the amphipathic polymer as the mixture polarity
decreased. Optimized conditions led to monolayer surface coverage of 275-360 ng/cm2, which
enabled the direct ALCAM detection in serum by decreasing the background noise due to non-
specific protein binding compared to our previous PLL-PEG surface functionalization scheme
(see Figure 3-5). Although a detailed mechanism of adsorption on SiO 2 surfaces is not known,
Messersmith and colleagues previously demonstrated DOPA terminated polymers to be highly
adhesive to TiO 2 surfaces 77'78.
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Figure 3-6: DOPA 2-pCBMA 2 adsorption and antibody functionalization schematic. (a) The
structure of the DOPA 2-pCBMA2 polymer is shown; "A" represents the structure inside the large
parentheses, two of which are connected by a R-COH-R bridge. The polymer adsorbs directly
onto the thin SiO 2 layer of the Si microcantilever surfaces (b), immobilizing a monolayer of 275-
360 ng/cm 2. (c) Terminal carboxylic acids are transformed to reactive NHS esters by injection of
a mixture of NHS and EDC. (d) NHS-esters react with primary amines on IgG antibodies to
covalently bind them to the surface.
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3.6.5 Antibody functionalization and ALCAM detection.
Figure 3-7 summarizes the dose-response behavior of de novo functionalized DOPA 2-pCBMA2
surfaces to varying concentrations of ALCAM in serum. Serum is denser than the PBS buffer by
1.25%, which results in a -121 Hz bulk density shift during the injection (Figure 3-7A). This
shift is not consistent for both microcantilevers due to microcantilever calibrations differing by
~1% and serum's inhomogeneous density. This leads the differential response during sample
injection to be offset by approximately 1 Hz. In Figure 3-7b, these offsets have been removed
for clarity by a MATLAB script that aligns the end of the binding trace during injection with the
equilibrium value at the end of the buffer rinse.
Because the IgG antibody functionalization is performed in situ, surface loading of anti-ALCAM
IgG can be quantified for each experiment. The IgG loading was found to vary across the 6
experiments in Figure 3-7B (101.2 to 211.6 ng/cm2), likely due to the rapid breakdown of
activated NHS-esters and sensitivity to small changes in pH during the IgG functionalization
reaction. ALCAM binding data is thus presented as normalized mass units which are calculated
as the change in signal due to ALCAM divided by the anti-ALCAM IgG coverage [Hz] of that
experiment. We assumed that the number of active ALCAM binding sites would be linearly
correlated with the level of immobilized anti-ALCAM IgG. This interpretation was supported by
the consistent ratio of ALCAM signal at saturating concentrations to IgG loading, 0.68±0.09
(mean ± s.d.). We found no significant correlation between the level of control IgG and
ALCAM binding.
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Figure 3-7: Sensor response to ALCAM-spiked serum on DOPA2-pCBMA 2 surfaces
functionalized with anti-ALCAM IgG (sensing) and whole goat IgG (control). (a) The mass of
specifically bound ALCAM can be quantified by the change in the differential frequency before
and after injection of 1,000 ng/mL ALCAM. Serum is denser than the PBS running buffer by
1.25%, which results in a -121 Hz bulk density shift during sample injection for both
microcantilevers. (b) Dose-response traces for ALCAM injections on de novo functionalized
SMR surfaces. The transition from sample to buffer at t--15 min momentarily exhibits large
fluctuations due to non-synchronous rinsing of sensor and control SMRs.
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To demonstrate repeatability of the dose-response, serial injections of increasing ALCAM
concentrations were performed with buffer rinsing but no regeneration of microcantilever
surfaces (Figure 3-8). This approach has the advantages of efficient reagent consumption and
shorter experiments79. For an ALCAM concentration of 10 ng/mL, with anti-ALCAM IgG
loading of 101.2 ng/cm2, ALCAM loading was 3.9 ng/cm 2. These SMR results were similar in
specificity and sensitivity to the response with the same anti-ALCAM and ALCAM reagents and
a similar carboxybetaine-based surface as measured in a custom-built SPR 6.
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Figure 3-8: Serial injections of increasing ALCAM concentrations allow construction of a dose-
response curve with the same SMR surface. (a) Samples were injected for 10 min each (shaded
bars) with 18 min PBS rinse between samples. (b) Cumulative binding signals (n=3), error bars
±1 s.d. The mean response to pure serum (negative control) is plotted as a dashed line (s.d. =
0.02). The response for each concentration is calculated relative to the initial baseline after the
18 min PBS rinse. The solid line is a variance weighed fit to the Langmuir equation.
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The data presented here illustrates a common disconnect between the sensor technology and the
surface chemistry used to develop a bioassay. On one hand the SMR's mass resolution, which is
a function of the frequency resolution of the entire system and mass sensitivity of the SMR, is
0.01 ng/cm 2 in a 1 Hz bandwidth8. Conservative improvements in microcantilever dimensions
such as reducing wall thickness by 33% would result in an order of magnitude improvement in
this sensitivity. On the other hand, for an observed mass signal to be indicative of a target
concentration, specificity must be adequate as well. An arbitrary but commonly used standard
defines the limit of detection as greater than 3 times the standard deviation of the response to
negative controls (here, pure serum) injections, found to be 2.6 ng/cm 2 . This more rigorous
standard captures both the variability in non-specific binding from sensor and control surfaces
and the effects of sensor drift from the sample injection and rinsing time, which occurs over time
scales of 20 minutes. The 200-fold difference between the SMR limit of detection and the assay
limit of detection suggests that further improvements in biomolecular resolution should be
pursued in step with improvements in the resolution of the individual sensors.
3.7 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that SMRs functionalized with DOPA 2-pCBMA2 surfaces combined with
a differential sensing scheme can quantify concentrations of ALCAM, a model cancer
biomarker, at physiologically relevant concentrations (10 to 1,000 ng/mL) in undiluted
mammalian serum. Micromechanical resonators have hitherto been limited to higher
concentrations, multiple assay steps and/or targets in purified or artificial solutions. Label-free
detection in serum was enabled by the use of a zwitterionic, DOPA 2-pCBMA 2-functionalized
surface which significantly reduced non-specific binding relative to previously reported surfaces.
Appropriately functionalized, this surface binds the target molecule, which is detected as a
change in resonance frequency proportional to the additional mass of the proteins bound to the
sensor surface. SMR signals demonstrate the expected dose-response behavior.
Applicability of this assay to clinical cancer biomarker screening will require further advances in
functionalization scheme, device design and multiplexing capabilities. IgG loading variability in
the current work was partly accounted for by normalization but would lead to unacceptable
uncertainty in a clinical laboratory setting. Differences in non-specific binding between the
sample and reference microcantilevers may be reduced by adopting more closely integrated
sensing and control SMRs, which could be achieved with a single bypass channel feeding
multiple microcantilevers. Increasing the number of resonant channels per chip in both serial
and parallel configurations will also increase sensitivity and assay throughput.
Chapter Four
Bead assay
4.1 Introduction
Suspended microchannel resonators (SMRs) enable a unique flow-through mode for weighing
particles in solution. Suspensions of particles can be injected through the resonator's embedded,
U-shaped microchannel with flow velocity and concentration adjusted so that particles traverse
individually. Each traversal is accompanied by a transient shift in resonator frequency which is
proportional to the buoyant mass of the particle. This ability has previously been used to
quantify mass distribution and growth rate of cells 44'45 with femtogram precision. Herein, we
demonstrate that this method can also be used to quantify binding of biomolecular targets to
micron-scale polystyrene beads in label-free fashion, which we term the SMR bead assay (Figure
4-1).
Two key insights enable this approach. First, the mass density of the running solution can be
adjusted to nearly match that of polystyrene, masking the inherent mass variability of the bead
population by up to 98.3% while the signal from bimolecular targets of much higher density is
largely preserved. Second, each bead measurement is an independent sample of the bead
population. As the number N of beads samples increases, the precision in the estimate of the
mean mass of the population increases with root N.
Combining these methods enabled estimation of the mean buoyant mass of a population of 3.09
pm diameter polystyrene beads to ~100 attograms (Figure 4-2). A proof-of-principle assay with
immunoglobulin (IgG) functionalized beads targeting purified IgG suggests that sub-nanomolar
limits of detection should be possible, in the range of clinical relevance for a variety of
biomarkers.
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Figure 4-1: Bead Assay overview. (A) IgG functionalized polystyrene beads (inset) are weighed
individually as they traverse through the resonator. (B) Mass histograms are determined from
weighing hundreds to thousands of beads in 30-60 minutes. After incubating with a target, the
change in population mean mass Am quantifies the amount of targets bound.
Conducting the assay requires no preparation or modification of the SMR. All consumable
reagents are commercially available and only standard sample handling techniques are necessary.
These characteristics make this assay appealing for point-of-care applications where low assay
complexity and cost are high priorities.
This chapter will first briefly review the in vitro bead assay formats, placing the SMR bead assay
in context. A theoretical analyses of the signal mechanism will be presented that suggests a
straightforward calibration scheme. The effects of temperature fluctuations, bead size, and
solution density will be discussed. An accurate estimate of the running solution density is
essential for this method, and an intra-experiment calibration scheme will be presented that
enabled the necessary precision. Other operating characteristics will also be discussed before
presenting the proof-of-principle assay.
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Figure 4-2: Sample buoyant mass histogram of streptavidin-coated 3.09 pm polystyrene beads
with specified density of 1.06 g/mL. The standard deviation (SD) and standard error (SE) of the
overlaid normal distribution are reported in the legend together with solution density ps and
number of beads counted N.
4.2 Bead assay background
Polystyrene beads with diameters ranging from 0.1 pm to 10 pm are used in a wide variety of
biochemical methods 0 . A subset of these are in vitro assays where bead suspensions are
incubated with a target sample. In these assays, bead surfaces functionalized with probes such as
immunoglobulins (IgGs) act as mobile supports for immunoassays. Several readout formats are
then possible.
In the agglutination assay, a classic example first demonstrated in 195681, beads act as both
supports and signal source. In this format, beads are functionalized so that two beads can bind
the same target analyte simultaneously. The presence of analyte causes bead clumping which
can be quantified by optical methods. Agglutination assays are only moderately sensitive, with
typical limits of detection in the nanomolar range. Sensitivity is limited by non-specific
agglutination, which is highly dependent on bead surface characteristics such as
......... .. ............. .
hydrophobicitys. More recently, improvements to the agglutination assay reaction rates and
sensitivity have been demonstrated by acoustic focusing methods such as ultrasonic standing-
83
wave manipulation
Fluorescent labels can also be used to generate signal, with a readout based on flow cytometry.
This is essentially ELISA on beads, with similar limits of detection as in ELISAs on stationary
surfaces16. Flow cytometry can individually quantify the amount of fluorescent label on beads
with rates on the order of 10,000/sec8 4' 85, and has also been implemented in microfluidic formats,
albeit with slower throughput6-89. In an extension of this method, called Suspension Array
Technology (SAT), optically encoded beads allow multiplexed assays in solution with up to 100
analytes quantified from a single reaction vesse190-92 . SAT is being adopted for use in clinical
practice'6,93. An alternate version of ELISA and beads involves isolating enzyme-labeled beads
on individual wells of femtoliter volume. This increases local concentration of label readout
enabling sub-femtomolar limits of detection 94' 95.
In the SMR bead assay, beads are used as mobile supports, but no additional labeling steps are
required after targets bind to individual beads. As in the SMR surface assay presented in Chapter
3, target binding results in increased buoyant mass, as biomolecules are denser than the solution
they displace. In lieu of measuring this effect on the relatively large interior surface of the
resonator, the bead assay measures it multiple times on the smaller surfaces of beads (Figure 4-
3). A principal advantage of this approach lies in separating the complexities of surface
chemistry modifications from the device. Functionalizing the SMR surface is only a problem
when running an SMR surface assay, while preparation of bead surfaces is much more
commonly encountered. Building on this legacy means that many practical considerations in
reagent preparation have been addressed. For example, monodisperse polystyrene beads are
commercially available with a variety of surface coatings that facilitate probe attachment. This
allows development of this assay format to focus exclusively on the properties of the SMR
system, since availability of the necessary reagents and appropriate incubation protocols can be
taken as given.
Figure 4-3: Transition from SMR surface assay (presented in Chapter Three) to bead assay. In
lieu of immobilizing antibodies on the sensor surfaces, bead surfaces are used instead. The
smaller surface area of a single bead compared to the sensor surface is offset by measuring
hundreds to thousands of identically treated beads.
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4.3 Principles of operation
4.3.1 Model of frequency change due to point mass
A bead of density PB and volume VB in a solution of density ps will have a buoyant mass mB Of:
mB = VB(Ps - PB) (4-1)
A sign convention is chosen so that beads denser then the solution they are in have negative
buoyant mass. As a bead traverses the SMR, mB can be modeled as a point-mass fixed to the
resonator a position ZB away from the fixed end. The resulting change in resonant frequency of
the cantilever's primary vibrational mode if is described in Equation 4-2 adapted from Dohn
96
'
97
and illustrated in Figure 4-4, with baseline frequency fbase and cantilever mass mo. The first
(primary) mode of oscillation for a cantilever clamped at one end is described by U1, with mode
coefficients A -1.13, B = 0.83 and modal wavenumber i = 1.875 / L.
Af (mB,ZB) =base 1(+(m, ) (u(zBl2)I(4-2)
MO (4-2)
U1(ZB) = A(cos KlZB - cosh K1ZB) + Bl(sinKlZB - sinh K1ZB) (4-3)
The traversal path of a bead in the SMR is fixed by the geometry of the fluidic channels, such
that the maximal distance ZBmax lies within the width of the U-turn at the cantilever apex. The
simplifying assumption that ZBmax is the same for all beads simplifies the analyses to the
determination of the maximum frequency change observed during a bead traversal. Then the
peak height fpeak (in Hz) can be modeled as linearly proportional to the bead buoyant mass as
shown in equation 4-4. Peak heights are determined from raw data by the custom Matlab
program MkHist.
The coefficient C1, with units of Hz/g, can be calibrated from bead standards and precludes the
need to utilize Equation 4-2 in order to estimate mB.
fpeak = CimB (4_4)
Accurate determination of the solution density ps is essential to interpreting fpeak. A separate
density measurement is not required, however, because the SMR also functions as a bulk
densitometer. Each peak height measurement has an associated baseline frequency value fbase,
which is a reading of the resonator filled with running solution immediately before and after
passage of a bead. This measurement provides an instantaneous solution density measurement
according to Equation 4-5. The coefficients C2 and C3 represent the frequency change per
solution density change [ Hz / (g/mL) ] and an apparent frequency for vacuum filled resonators
[Hz], respectively, assuming that changes in solution result in no net accumulation of mass at the
sensor surface These coefficients are valid for small Af relative tofo and thus will not be accurate
for large Af as would occur when replacing a liquid solution with vacuum. C2 and C3 can be
obtained for a given device by measuring frequency readings for two solutions of known density.
fbase = C2Ps + C3 (4-5)
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Figure 4-4: (A) Theoretical, normalized frequency shift due to point-mass as function of position
ZB normalized by resonator length LREs. The traversal path of a particle in the SMR is fixed by
the geometry of the fluidic channels, such that the maximal distance Zrnax lies within the channel
width W of the U-turn at the cantilever apex (schematic, top-right). (B) Representative
frequency peak from traversal of individual bead through the resonator. The baseline fase is
interpolated from frequency values (red) surrounding the peak. The peak tip value is determined
with the custom Matlab program MkHist (Chapter 2-6). The peak height fpeak is the difference
between the peak tip fit andfbase.
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4.3.2 Model for target binding
The bead assay relies on addition of target mass to the bead mass, which can be formally
expressed by adding a term representing the binding of target molecules to Equation 4-1. This
results in Equation 4-6 where i species of T, molecules of absolute mass Mwi and mass density PT
are bound to each bead. Note that multiple species can be bound simultaneously. For example, a
functionalized bead incubated with a target might contain layers of the bead-coupling agent, such
as streptavidin, the biotinylated probe IgG, the target itself, and other molecules bound non-
specifically.
mB+T = VB (Ps - PB) + I Ti Mwi (Ps - PTi) (4-6)
Target signal will scale linearly with the number of target molecules bound. A direct way to
increase the latter is by increasing the surface area of the beads use, which scales as the square of
bead diameter. In practice, resonators with microchannel dimensions of 8 pm x 8 pm (width x
height) were found to easily accommodate passage of ~3 ptm beads, while experiments with 4
[im and 6 pm beads were hampered by frequent clogging. We speculate that beads with diameter
on the order of half the channel width or larger are difficult to use because of fluid dynamic
effects. Pressure-driven flow in a microchannel is substantially affected by the presence of
47particles with characteristic dimensions close to microchannel dimensions
The combination of the peak height, baseline value and coefficients C1, C2 and C3 allow
determination of the buoyant mass of a bead that traverses the SMR. By itself, this measurement
is not particularly informative. However, additional a priori knowledge of bead volume and
density allows determination of the buoyant mass added from incubation with a target sample.
This suggests an assay format where control beads are incubated in parallel with target beads
(Figure 4-5). The difference in the buoyant mass estimates for the two bead populations will
quantify the buoyant mass of bound targets.
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Figure 4-5: Proposed SMR bead assay process. (A) Sample solution is split and incubated with
control or target beads. Target beads are functionalized with antibodies against the target of
interested, while control beads are functionalized with a control antibody whose target is not
present in the sample solution. (B) Bead-target reactions are allowed to proceed until sufficient
equilibrium is reached. (C) The sample-bead solution is forced through a filter with pore
dimensions smaller than bead diameter. Beads are retained in the filter, resuspended in wash
solution, and re-filtered repeatedly to eliminate sample constituents not specifically bound to
beads. (D) Both populations are weighed independently in the SMR. (E) The resulting shift in
mass histogram between target and control beads quantifies the amount of target mass
accumulated on the target beads.
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4.3.3 Matching solution density to bead density
The variance in the measurement mB+T will be the sum of variances from bead and target
contributions. Decreasing the variance contributed by the beads themselves will increase the
precision of the target estimate. Since the solution density ps is an independent experimental
parameter, this can be accomplished by adjusting ps towards bead density PB by addition of an
inert density gradient medium. For example, in a solution of ps = 1.00 g/mL the buoyant mass of
a 3 pm polystyrene bead with PB 1.06 g/mL is -848 femtograms (fg), and a 2% increase in
diameter decreases this by -52 fg. Note that the coefficient of variance of commercially available
bead diameters is typically 1-10%98. However, in a solution density of 1.059 g/mL, these
respective quantities will decrease by 98.3% to -14.1 fg, and -0.867 fg (Figure 4-6).
Critically, the density of probable targets is much greater than typical polystyrene bead densities
of -1.06 g/mL. For example, the density of proteins is 1.35 g/mL4 2 , and the density of nucleic
acids is >1.66 g/mL (dependent on nucleoside content)99. The associated decrease in signal with
the aforementioned density shift would only be 14.3%, and <7.6%. Thus this method provides
an effective way to preferentially decrease the variance in the bead signal while largely
maintaining the target signal.
A limit to the effectiveness of this technique is reached when the magnitude of the bead signal
becomes too small to be accurately estimated. In practice, this occurs when the MkHist analyses
falters as bead peak heights become small enough to be indistinguishable to putative frequency
peaks caused by noise. This regime is termed the "invisible beads region" since passage of
beads through the resonator can't be distinguished from noise. This limit can be determined by
investigating the effect of changing solution density on buoyant mass measurements of the same
bead sample. Density adjustments were performed by addition of empirically determined
quantities of OptiPrep, an inert density gradient medium. As can be observed in Figure 4-7C, the
standard deviation decreases as solution density ps approaches PB (1.06 g/mL) to -2.5 fg near ps=
1.059 g/mL. The trend in the data clearly indicates diminishing returns for further adjustments.
Note that the coefficient of variance (CV) actually increases as ps approaches PB. However, this
is not the appropriate metric to characterize the precision of this assay, as the magnitude of the
buoyant mass of the beads is not itself of interest.
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Figure 4-6: (A) Calculation of buoyant mass mB of beads with density 1.06 g/mL as function of
solution density and sphere diameter. Polystyrene beads with diameters DB = 3.09 Jim and
reported density 1.06 g/mL were used for experiments presented here. At mB below 10
femtograms (fg) beads become difficult to distinguish from noise (invisible beads region). (B)
Schematic illustrating selective decrease of bead buoyant mass signal relative to protein signal,
due to protein's higher density of ~1.35 g/mL.
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Figure 4-7: Measured buoyant mass of 3.09 pm polystyrene beads as a function of solution
density. (A) The same bead sample was weighed repeatedly in different solution densities,
adjusted by dropwise addition of the density gradient medium OptiPrep in between measurement
runs. At each run, N = 550 to 700 beads were measured in 20 min. (B) Histogram of three
representative runs. A normal distribution was fit to each data set (overlaid) to extract the mean
mass and standard deviation in mHz, which are converted to femtograms with the calibrated
coefficient C1. (C) Standard deviations from (A) plotted separately for densities below 1.06
g/mL. The decrease in standard deviation as solution density approaches bead density (1.06
g/mL) determines the effectiveness of the density-matching scheme. The decrease in the error
scales linearly with the magnitude of buoyant mass until reaching a regime where errors
introduced by baseline noise dominate, represented schematically by the dashed lines.
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4.4 Sources of error
4.4.1 Temperature
Temperature changes can cause undesired signal variations due to the difference in thermal
expansion coefficients of polystyrene (aVB 2.4 10 4^ /OC, depending on composition' 01) and
water, the major component of the running solution, (avs = 2.06'10-4/oC 100) at the operating
temperature of 20 0C. Briefly, an increase in temperature will decrease both bead and solution
density. The decrease in water density will be measured and accounted for by the baseline
frequency measurement. The decrease in bead density will cause an erroneous estimate for the
bead buoyant mass. This can be quantified by differentiating Equation 4-1 with respect to
temperature, yielding an expression for a temperature error coefficient in Equation 4-7:
amB
a = VB PS (aVB - avs)
To investigate the magnitude of this effect, a sample of 3.09 Rm beads was run for 20 minutes
sequentially at each of five temperature points. Temperature was controlled by the system water
bath, which circulates coolant through the SMR clamp and the sample holder container (Figure
2-8). After each run, the water bath temperature was adjusted upwards 3 'C, sequentially
increasing sample and chip temperatures from 14 0C to 26 'C. After the water bath indicated that
coolant temperature had stabilized, an additional 30 minute equilibration time was allotted before
continuing. The entire process was performed in triplicate at measured solution densities
between 1.053 g/mL and 1.058 g/mL. The resulting data was transformed to represent the peak
heights expected at a constant solution density of 1.055 g/mL. Under these conditions, the
temperature error coefficient is -1.56 mHz/0 C. This model is plotted together with experimental
data on Figure 4-8. Recall the sign convention that beads denser their running solution have
negative buoyant mass. Thus increases in temperature cause decreases in buoyant mass.
Experimental results largely agree with the derived model.
The system water bath typically maintains the temperature of the SMR chip to within 0.01 *C, as
measured by an on-chip thermistor. Multiplying the temperature error coefficient by this value
yields the expected error in frequency peak estimates due to temperature of 0.0156 mHz,
equivalent to 5 attograms. This value is small compared to other sources of error for the current
system, but substantial enough to indicate that temperature control or calibration of some form is
required for accurate assay operation.
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Figure 4-8: Effect of temperature on measured frequency peaks. Three samples were
sequentially measured at five temperature points each. Temperature of the SMR system and
samples was controlled by a water bath connected to both. The model plotted is described in
Equation 4-7.
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4.4.2 Other error sources
The distance ZBmax where beads round the resonator apex will vary for every bead, adding
position-dependent error to each measurement. The magnitude of this uncertainty is bounded by
the channel width W minus bead diameter Db, and leads to what we term the "race-track error"
(Figure 4-5, inset). In the present study, with microchannel length L = 200 ptm, W= 8 ptm and Db
= 3 pim, ZBmax is bounded between 195 ptm and 200 pim. The ratio Af(mB, ZB= 195) over Af(mB,
ZB = 200) is 0.909, implying the race-track error can be as high as 9.1% for individual beads.
Thus, significant systemic errors can arise if bead position is not randomly distributed, as could
arise if inertial forces lead to bead focusing01 . Such effects would lead to multi-modal mass
distributions, which were not observed under conditions tested (note the normal distributions in
Figure 4-7B). For particles with buoyant mass below ~50 femtograms, the magnitude of the race-
track error is superseded by short-term baseline noise dependent on the frequency resolution of
the system of ~5 mHz in a 1 Hz bandwidth.
The calibration schemes presented rely on the assumption that the only changes in resonator
mass are due to passage of beads. However, adsorption of molecules to the sensor surfaces
would also alter resonator mass, leading to erroneous estimates for the solution density. Beads
are washed and resuspended in fresh buffer after target incubation (Figure 4-5), but molecules
that later dissociate from beads could bind non-specifically to the unprotected SMR surfaces.
There is currently no external method to verify the state of the SMR surface. Thorough cleaning
procedures require at least an hour and drift on this time scale substantially limits the precision of
comparisons between pre- and post- cleaned surfaces.
Undesired non-specific binding from components present in a complex media sample to beads
will be indistinguishable from specific target binding. Unlike in the SMR surface assay, the
ability to manipulate beads outside the sensor enables additional washing procedures that can
help decrease this effect. Control beads can help quantify this effect, and coatings that repeal
non-specific binding may limit it. They may also, however, introduce additional variability in
the mass distribution.
4.5 Methods
4.5.1 System and materials
Experiments in this chapter were conducted with streptavidin coated polystyrene beads (Bangs
Laboratories CPO1N/8205), of diameter DB 3.09 jim and density PB 1.06 g/mL. Bead
suspensions were prepared by 100-fold dilution of stock into 500 piL of suspension buffer
(phosphate buffer saline (PBS) with 0.2% Tween 20), for a final bead concentration of 0.01%
w/v. Samples were delivered to single SMRs with microchannel dimensions of 8 pm x 8 gm x
200 im (height x width x length), resonant frequency ~400 kHz and quality factor Q ~ 6,000
(Figure 2-1). No regular cleaning procedure was necessary. The resonant frequency was
measured by an optical lever as described previously46. A reference frequency provided by a
function generator (Agilent 33220A) was used to mix down the cantilever frequency to ~1 kHz,
which was acquired at a sampling rate equal to frequency with a multifunction data acquisition
card (National Instruments PCI 6259). Data was analyzed with the custom Matlab program
MkHist described in Chapter 2-6.
Samples were loaded onto pressurized vials (Wheaton W22461 1) connected to the SMR via FEP
tubing (Upchurch 1689) with inner diameter of 225 pim (Figure 4-9). Sample and density
reference solutions were connected to fluidic ports 1 and 2, respectively, and waste vials to ports
3 and 4. Pressures P1-P4 control the velocities of fluid flow in the SMR bypass channels and
resonator. After a sample is loaded, typical values used were P1=P3=6 psi, P2=10 psi, and P4
-1.5 psi. P4 was computer controlled and dynamically altered to maintain optimum bead flow-
rates.
Figure 4-9: Fluidics schematic. The SMR is connected via bypass channels to Teflon tubing of
inner diameter 225 pm to pressure-controlled vials off-chip. Pressures P1 -P4 are adjusted so that
beads traverse the SMR individually. Figure not to scale.
4.5.2 One step calibration
Combining Equations 4-2 through 4-5 results in Equation 4-8, which is in slope-intercept form
for peak heights as a function of baseline frequency. This equation suggests the calibration
scheme of measuring peak heights at multiple solution densities for a single bead standard of
known volume and density. Only a single density reference solution is necessary (for instance,
deionized water at 20 'C) if the second density reference frequency is calculated as the baseline
frequency at which peak heights for beads of known density would be zero. The resulting linear
fit yields a slope equal to (C / C2) - Vp, y-intercept equal to C1 Vp (C / C2 - pp), and x-intercept
equal tofbase at ps= PB (an example fit can be seen in Figure 4-7A). Representative coefficient
values from one 8x8 cantilever were C = -3.41 mHz / femtogram , C2 = -28090 Hz / (g/mL) and
C3 = 427840 Hz.
fpeak = VPfbase - C1 VP ( + pB)C2 C2 (4-8)
4.5.3 Intra-experiment density calibration
An estimate of the running solution density ps is calculated for each frequency peak from its
associated baseline frequency (Figure 4-4). In the experiment time scale of 30 minutes this
measurement is affected by substantial drift on a single cantilever (Figure 2-9). This is
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problematic as the solution/bead density matching causes large variations in buoyant mass
estimates for even small changes in solution density ps. For instance, a shift due to drift in the
baseline frequency of 120 mHz implies a shift in solution density of 4.3 pg / mL, which would
lead to an error in a buoyant mass estimate of 0.43% at ps= 1.059 g / mL.
The SMR chip fluidic geometry provides ready access to a second solution in the buffer bypass
(Figure 4-9), which can be used as a density standard for mid-experiment calibrations.
Deionized water (dH20) was used as an easily available standard with well characterized density
(0.9982 g/mL at 20 OC100). During an experimental run, flow direction is cycled with 60 sec of
sample solution followed by 10 sec of dH20 (Figure 4-10). An average dH20 frequency reading
is calculated for each 10 sec reference check. For each bead peak, a dH 20 reading is interpolated
and subtracted from the peak baseline frequency generating a referenced baseline value in Hz.
Peak heights were found to correlate consistently with their referenced baseline values, and a
linear fit of this distribution leads to the coefficients C4 and Cs. C4 has units of peak height in
mHz over baseline frequency in Hz (Figure 4-11). Frequency peaks are here called fpfeak to
indicate they are referenced. C4 is analogous to -(C1 / C2)Vp, or 0.0019, which should be
characteristic for a device-bead pair. In theory, this coefficient allows direct comparison of peak
heights from different experimental runs independent of sensor drift and changes in solution
concentration.
peak C4 fdH20 ~ fbase) +C 5  (4_9)
In practice, the value of this coefficient was found to fluctuate randomly on the time scale of
days, indicating that additional, unspecified factors were influencing the measurement. In order
to account for these variations, a separate inter-experiment calibration scheme was established,
where control beads are measured in two distinct solution densities before every experiment in
other to establish the experiment-specific values of C4 and Cs.
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Figure 4-10: Intra-experiment density calibration. (A) Changes in solution density are tracked
by the baseline frequency, and resulting changes in buoyant mass and associated frequency peak
heights can be appropriately interpreted. (B) In time scales over a few minutes, drift in the
baseline frequency measurement can lead to erroneous estimates for solution density. (C)
Injections of a reference density solution such as dH20 allow interpolation of a second, reference
baseline for each peak, which can distinguish changes in baseline frequency due to drift from
changes in solution density. (D) To perform this calibration, every 60 seconds the direction of
flow in the resonator is alternated from sample solution to (E) density reference standard for 10
seconds.
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Figure 4-11: Correlation between bead peak heights and referenced baseline. Each point
represents a single bead traversal through the resonator. The correlation between peak heights
and the reference difference indicates a correctable systemic error introduced by minute changes
in solution density, either real or erroneously ascribed because of drift.
4.5.4 Flow velocity
Increased bead throughput is desirable to shorten assay times, and can be attained by increasing
flow velocity and bead concentration. However, accurate peak height estimates require a
sufficient number of data points per peak, limiting flow velocity, and the presence of a single
bead in the resonator, limiting bead concentration.
For this thesis, these limits were determined empirically. Excessive bead concentrations were
found to clog the entrance to the sensor microchannel from the sample bypass (Figure 4-7).
Hundred-fold dilution of stock bead suspensions from 1% w/v to 0.01% w/v led to suspensions
that rarely clogged.
.........................
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Figure 4-12: Partial clog of the SMR access port from the sample bypass channel. A partial clog
alters flow dynamics and ensuing peak readings and must be cleaned promptly.
A scatter plot of peak heights versus peak full-width-at-half-max (FWHM) (Figure 4-13) shows
that peak widths below 30 milliseconds result in noticeably under-estimated peak heights. To
avoid this, a feedback loop was implemented to dynamically control flow velocity to maintain
peak widths between 40 and 80 msec. A modified version of MkHist running in parallel with
data acquisition in LabVIEW analyzed data three times per minute, maintained a running
average of the width of the last ten accepted peaks, and adjusted pressure P4 to control flow
velocity accordingly. Alternatively, peaks with FWHM below 40 milliseconds can be simply
dropped from the analyses.
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Figure 4-13: Peak heights versus peak widths (FWHM) for a measurement run performed with a
variety of bead flow velocities through the sensor. Note a pronounced correlation of decreased
peak heights with FWHM below ~ 30 msec, which is indicative of insufficient data points for
accurate peak estimation.
Peak widths of 40 msec (FWHM) imply bead linear velocities of ~ 5 mm / sec, as half the sensor
microchannel length is -200 um. Given kinematic viscosity of H20 o = 0.9 mm 2 / sec at 20 'C,
hydraulic diameter Dh = 8 Rm, and bead diameter DB= 3.09 im, the channel and bead Reynolds
numbers Rc= 0.044 and Rp = 0.0062 can be determined from Equations 4-13 and 4-14. Both are
<< 1, implying that viscous forces dominate inertial forces 0 2 . In this regime beads are unlikely
to be significantly affected by inertial forces, and will instead follow streamlines through the
sensing region.
Rc =U mDhU (4-13)
Rp = Urn 
DB
uDh (4-14)
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4.6 Results
4.6.1 Self-consistency
As a test of the self-consistency of this method, four bead samples were prepared in parallel and
weighed sequentially for 30 to 90 min each (Figure 4-14). The total experiment time was -5
hours. At this time scale, effects of sensor drift and solvent evaporation are significant.
However, the calibration methods presented were effective in countering such errors. To directly
compare every sample, each data set was transformed to represent the buoyant mass expected at
a referenced baseline of 1520 Hz. The 95% confidence interval for each measurement was
calculated as the mean +/- 1.96 times the standard error (Table 4-1). With this transformation,
all of the buoyant mass estimates are within 200 attograms. This result suggests that increased
precision from counting more beads is only achieved up to a few hundred beads.
o sample 1
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o sample 4
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Figure 4-14: Raw data for analysis of repeatability of bead assay. Four identical bead samples
were prepared and measured independently for 30 to 90 min. Data points represent individual
measurements on beads versus the referenced baseline derived as described in Section 4.5.3.
Analyses of this data is presented in Table 4-1.
............. :::::::::::::::::: ..
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1 (1st quarter) 184 14.37 1.65 15.74 1.10 15.58 to 15.90
1 (2nd quarter) 182 14.05 1.71 15.70 1.47 15.49 to 15.91
1 (3rd quarter) 214 14.11 1.68 15.71 1.45 15.52 to 15.90
1 (4th quarter) 169 14.02 1.80 15.66 1.52 15.43 to 15.89
2 1274 15.74 1.65 15.66 1.43 15.58 to 15.74
3 1802 17.34 1.77 15.59 1.51 15.52 to 15.66
4 1504 21.02 1.82 15.77 1.54 15.69 to 15.85
Table 4-1: Repeatability of bead assay analyses on identical samples. Raw data shown in Figure
4-14. Sample one was further subdivided into four quarters to investigate intra-assay
consistency. The inter-assay coefficient C4 was used to transform mass and standard deviation
(SD) into equivalent mass and SD at an arbitrary reference baseline value, in
to enable direct comparisons across experiments. 95% confidence interval
mean +/- 1.96 times standard error.
this case 1520 Hz,
was calculated as
. ... . ..... ...... .. --- _ .. .. ... . .....  . .......... .................. 
777 14.17 1.57 15.73 1.28 15.64 to 15.82
4.6.2 Detection of goat IgG
As a proof-of-principle demonstration, we prepared beads coated with anti-goat IgG and
measured the mean buoyant mass added after incubation with goat IgG.
Probe-functionalized beads were prepared by 100-fold dilution of stock solution of streptavidin
coated 3.09 ptm polystyrene beads into suspension buffer containing 25 pg/mL biotinylated anti-
goat IgG (Abcam AB6740). After 25 min incubation, the suspension was washed twice with 1
mL suspension buffer in a vacuum manifold (Promega A723 1) through a 0.2 pm filter (Costar
8161), then resuspended to 500 ptL. Signal beads were prepared by incubating functionalized
beads with 25 pg/mL goat IgG (Abcam AB 37373) in the same manner.
Before injection into the SMR, the density of each sample suspension was adjusted to ~1.0590
g/mL by addition of OptiPrep to -8% v/v. Preliminary frequency measurements were used to
determine if additional OptiPrep or suspension buffer was required for further density
adjustments. After 20 min of data collection, a drop of suspension buffer was added to each
sample to slightly modify the reference baseline, followed by an additional 20 min of data
collection. The experiment-specific coefficient C4 was then calculated for each of these data set
pairs and used to transform peak height measurements to a common referenced baseline of 1520
Hz (at a solution density 0.001 g/mL below that of bead density) to allow direct comparison of
the three samples.
The resulting mass histograms indicate that the mean buoyant mass of the blank
(unfunctionalized) population was 13.07 femtograms. Probe (anti-goat IgG) functionalization
and target (goat IgG) binding resulted in addition of 5.80 femtograms and 5.34 femtograms per
bead, respectively, equivalent to 18.5 nanograms/cm 2 and 16.8 nanograms/cm 2 in terms of bead
surface area (Figure 4-15). The mean number of molecules bound per bead can be estimated as
76,800 and 69,900, respectively, assuming the molecular weight and density of both IgGs as 150
kDa and 1.35 g/mL.
Taking the noise floor as twice the largest standard error of the three populations, or 0.196
femtograms, the signal to noise ratio of these two layers was 27.2 and 29.6. By comparison, in
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the surface assay the signal to noise ratio at saturating concentrations ranged from 26 to 55,
implying that the surface assay should have similar, sub-nanomolar limits of detection.
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Figure 4-15: Detection of goat IgG. (A) Streptavidin coated beads are first incubated with
biotinylated anti-goat IgG, followed by incubation with goat IgG. (B) Samples of the three
populations are weighed sequentially to determine the mean mass added in each layer. The mean
and standard error of the gaussian fit for each population is reported in the legend.
Mean [fg] StandardError [fg]
-A 13.41 0.082
- B 19.21 0.086
- C 24.55 0.098
................ ::: .
4.7 Conclusions
We have demonstrated a new method for biomolecular detection, by directly quantifying the
change in mean buoyant mass of populations of micron-scale polystyrene beads after incubation
with a target. Bead mass variability is masked by running the assay in solution densities close to
the bead density. Noise from cantilever drift is accounted for by intra-experiment density
calibrations. A mean-buoyant mass resolution of -100 attograms can be achieved by weighing
hundreds of beads in 30 minutes. A proof-of-principle demonstration was performed with
streptavidin-coated 3.09 ptm diameter beads functionalized with biotinylated anti-goat IgG.
Incubation with 25 ptg/mL goat IgG resulted in addition of 5.34 femtograms of buoyant mass per
bead, with a signal to noise ratio of ~30. In contrast to the surface assay, the bead assay does not
require extensive SMR preparation, and uses only off-the-shelf reagents which are inexpensive
and widely available.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future directions
This thesis aimed to develop SMRs as a platform for clinical diagnostics assays with potential
for radical reductions in cost and complexity compared to current approaches. SMRs are
exquisitely sensitive to changes in mass in solution, unlike previous microcantilevers, and could
be manufactured at large scale using established microfabrication techniques. The combination
of femtogram-level sensitivity, picoliter sensor volume, and microfluidic packaging can enable
inexpensive assays with potential for routine, predictive biomarker screening at point of care or
personal settings. The feasibility of such applications rests on demonstrating that the physical
capabilities of the SMR can be translated into assay formats that are sufficiently sensitive,
specific and practical.
The last of these requirements led to thinking of the SMR as a system, rather than a sensor, and
motivated the development of the Autosampler Chip (ASC) for automated fluid handling at
microfluidic scales. An integrated ASC/SMR system was developed and preliminary results
demonstrated successful cycles of SMR surface functionalization with a probe IgG. However,
reusability at lab-scale proved difficult due to contamination concerns.
The SMR enables direct detection of target mass in a label-free assay formats which can
substantially reduce reagent requirement and assay complexity. However, the loss of specificity
provided by labels makes non-specific binding from components present in high abundance in
real-world media problematic. This source of experimental noise can be reduced with
appropriate surface coatings, of which recently developed zwitterionic CBMA polymers have
proven superior to traditional PEG-derived options. To enable such coatings to be used with
SMRs, a conjugate of CBMA with the mussel-foot-protein derived adhesive DOPA was
developed, DOPA 2-pCBMA2. Functionalization with DOPA 2-pCBMA 2 surfaces combined with
a differential sensing scheme decreased non-specific-binding background from undiluted serum
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to 2.6 ng/cm2, allowing detection of spiked ALCAM, a model cancer biomarker, at
physiologically relevant concentrations (10 to 1,000 ng/mL) in a 10 min sample injection.
Efforts to expand applications of this assay were hampered by the need for extensive operator
involvement in during cleaning and detection. Together with low availability of DOPA2-
pCBMA 2, this motivated development of the SMR bead assay, in which polystyrene bead
surfaces are used in lieu of the resonator surface as supports for target binding. Signal readout is
based on changes in the mean buoyant mass of a population of beads. The bead assay requires
no SMR preparation and uses only off-the-shelf reagents. To characterize this assay, a simple
single-sample calibration model and procedure was developed, and measurements on bead
populations demonstrated a mass resolution of ~100 attograms. A proof-of-principle assay with
purified goat IgG was demonstrated, where the mean mass of a population of polystyrene beads
increased over 5 fg after target binding, which was determined with a signal to noise ratio of
~30.
The results presented here motivate continued development of the SMR platform. A primary
impediment to off-lab applications is the large footprint of the optical lever used for frequency
readout. This is being addressed by incorporation of piezoresistive elements in the resonator
structure which could enable all-electrical cantilever drive and frequency readout0 3 . Both
surface and bead assays would benefit from arrays of cantilevers. In the case of the bead assay,
multiple SMRs operating in parallel could shrink bead measurement times to a few minutes.
Further characterization of the bead assay presented should be pursued by investigating the
response to various target concentrations.
Appendix A
MkHist particle mode signal processing
analyses process
SMR data
Peak heights
EvolveParameters.m
EvolveTester.m
Schematic A-1. The Matlab MkHist program that analyses SMR particle data. The analyses
process invokes calls to setDefaultOptions.m and mkHist.m. The parameter values in the
settings structure generated by setDefaultOptions.m were optimized with EvolveParameters.m
and EvolveTester.m.
........... ... ...........
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setDefaultOptions.m
function [x, settings] = setDefaultOptions(datafile, varargin)
% setDefaultOptions generates a settings structure and loads data from
% data-file
% [x, settings] = setDefaultOptionsAuto3(filename) creates a settings
% structure and loads SMR data into variable x. These outputs are used as
% inputs to the mkhist3 peak finding routine.
% [x, settings] = setDefaultOptionsAuto3(filename, PARAMNAME, PARAMVALUE)
% allows modification of parameters from the command prompt. To see list
% of available parameters and default values, open the .m file.
p = inputParser;
%% I/O parameters
p.addRequired('data file')
p.addParamValue('flipData', 'n', @ischar)
p.addParamValue('plotSum','n', @ischar)
p.addParamValue('plotPeakFits', 'y', @ischar) %only matters if plotSum ='y'
p.addParamValue('archyData','n', @ischar)
p.addParamValue('loadFreqCorrection', 'n', @ischar)
%% peakFinder parameters
p.addParamValue('longPeakCutoff', 1000, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('shortPeakCutoff', 28, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('peakduration', 88.073, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('threshold', .005, @isnumeric)
%% keyHandler peak fitting parameters
p.addParamValue('sgolayOrder', 1, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('sgolayOrder2', 2.4551, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('sgolayWindow', 11, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('sgolayWindow2', 25, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('symWidthCheck',0.051126, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('symmetryWidth',9.8154225, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('baselineStdCutoff',1, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('peakfitfraction',2.3402, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('peakfitorder',8.0968, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('baselineSize', 100, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('baselineRejection', 1.5, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('widthScaleFactor',0, @isnumeric);
%% keyHandler peak score paramters
p.addParamValue('autoAccept', 1.8015, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('pk height threshold',0.02512854, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('slope threshold', 2.8, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('symScore threshold', 2, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('pk score threshold', 1.2, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('pkheightFactor', 1, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('slopeFactor', 1, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('multPksFactor', 6.1488e-005, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('symScoreFactor', 0.001709306, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('slopeCutoff', .07, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('heightCutoff', 1, @isnumeric)
p.addParamValue('heightMin', 0.04, @isnumeric)
%% device parameters
p.addParamValue('calib', 0, @isnumeric)
%% parse inputs
try
p.parse(datafile, varargin{:});
catch
errmsg = lasterr;
disp('ERROR: input parameters not valid')
disp(errmsg)
return
end
%% transfer to legacy variable names
settings.filename = data file; %file with data goes here
settings.flipData = p.Results.flipData;
settings.plotSum = p.Results.plotSum; %plot summary plots in mkhistAuto?
settings.plotPeakFits = p.Results.plotPeakFits;
settings.loadFreqCorrection = p.Results.loadFreqCorrection;
settings.calib = p.Results.calib; % delta(peak height)/delta(baseline)
settings.baselineRejection = p.Results.baselineRejection;
settings.peakduration = p.Results.peakduration;
settings.threshold = p.Results.threshold;
settings.k = p.Results.sgolayOrder;
settings.f = p.Results.sgolayWindow;
settings.k2 = p.Results.sgolayOrder2;
settings.f2 = p.Results.sgolayWindow2;
settings.autoAccept = p.Results.autoAccept;
settings.baselineStdCutoff = p.Results.baselineStdCutoff;
settings.peakfitfraction = p.Results.peakfitfraction;
settings.peakfitorder = p.Results.peakfitorder;
settings.baselineSize = p.Results.baselineSize;
%used by peakfinder to cutoff short or long peaks in initial peak
%identification pass
settings.shortPeakCutoff = p.Results.shortPeakCutoff;
settings.longPeakCutoff = p.Results.longPeakCutoff;
settings.heightCutoff = p.Results.heightCutoff;
settings.slopeCutoff = p.Results.slopeCutoff;
settings.heightMin = p.Results.heightMin;
%filter parameters; larger values are more tolerant
%these are thresholds to display the warning message after peak is plotted
settings.pk height-threshold = p.Results.pk heightthreshold; %pk height
settings.slope threshold = p.Results.slopethreshold; %pk height/slope
settings.symScore threshold = p.Results.symScore threshold; %symmetry score
settings.pk score threshold = p.Results.pkscore threshold; %cumulative score
%set relative importance of each filter
. .. .................
%according to what works for your particular data type
settings.pkheightFactor = p.Results.pkheightFactor;
settings.slopeFactor = p.Results.slopeFactor;
settings.multPksFactor = p.Results.multPksFactor;
settings.symScoreFactor = p.Results.symScoreFactor;
%filter parameters
settings.symmetryWidth = p.Results.symmetryWidth; %width of peak for
polynomial fit during symmetry filter
settings.symWidthCheck = p.Results.symWidthCheck; %width to check fit of
mirrored left edge fit to right edge
%scaling factor width vs height
settings.widthScaleFactor = p.Results.widthScaleFactor;
%% load data
fid=fopen(settings.filename,'r','b');
if p.Results.archyData == 'n'
x=fread(fid,inf,'float64=>double');
else
x=fread(fid, inf,'double', 'ieee-le'); %sknud
end
fclose(fid);
if settings.flipData == 'y';
x = -x;
end
MkHist.m
function [pkHeights, pkWidths, pkBases, pkScores, pkIded, pkSuperBase,
superBaseMeans] = ...
mkhist(x, settings, output fname)
% MKHIST outputs peak height information from raw SMR data
% [pkHeights, pkWidths, pkBases, pkScores, pkIded, pkSuperBase, ...
% superBaseMeans] = mkhist(x, settings, output fname)
x
settings
outputfname
pkHeights
pkWidths
pkBases
pkScores
pkIded
pkSuperBase
superBaseMeans
= SMR raw data with peaks pointing downwards
= settings structure, generated by
setDefaultOptionsAuto3
= filename to save output to (OPTIONAL)
= magnitude of peak heights
= widths of peaks, full-width-half-max sense
= baseline frequency value of peaks
= peak scores, used for automatic accept/reject
- # of pks identified
reference baseline for peaks
= fit values of reference density injections
%% parse input
if nargin <3
inputs:
output:
output fname =[];
end
if rem(settings.peakduration,4)~=O %peakduration must be even
settings.peakduration = round(settings.peakduration/4)*4;
end
settings.k = round(settings.k);
settings.k2 = round(settings.k2);
settings.f = round(settings.f);
settings.f2 = round(settings.f2);
if rem(settings.f,2)= 1
settings.f = round(settings.f)+1;
end
if rem(settings.f2,2)-= 1
settings.f2 = round(settings.f2)+1;
end
settings.peakfitorder = round(settings.peakfitorder);
settings.symmetryWidth = round(settings.symmetryWidth);
settings.symWidthCheck = round(settings.symWidthCheck);
settings.shortPeakCutoff = round(settings.shortPeakCutoff);
settings.longPeakCutoff = round(settings.longPeakCutoff);
settings.peakduration = round(settings.peakduration);
settings.baselineSize = round(settings.baselineSize);
%% Filter data
yl=sgolayfilt(x,settings.k,settings.f);
y=sgolayfilt(yl,settings.k2,settings.f2);
ydecR=round(settings.peakduration/30); %ydecR = how much to decimate the
number of points plotted
%% Identify possible peaks
% pk = index of entire file's data where true peak is located
% trigl = index of entire file's data where a peak ends
% trigh = index of entire file's data where a peak begins
[pk,trigl,trigh]=findpeaks3(y,settings);
%% calculate potential baselines
N=round(settings.baselineSize-); %Baselines are divided in section
of length N
for i=1:floor(length(y)/N)
baseline std(i)=std(y((l+N*(i-1)):(N*i)));
%std dev of baseline segments, measure of how not flat the segment is
end
[baseline std hist,bins]=hist(baselinestd,length(baselinestd)); % [number
of elements in the bin, bin center]
[dummy,nmx]=max(baselinestdhist); %[maximum value, index of maximum
value].
%Finds which bin index the most populous stdev(baseline) is located in
steadyBaselines=find(baseline std<...
settings.baselineStdCutoff*bins(nmx)); %finds baselines segments with
relatively low variability
. ........  ... -- MR" - a No" M
for k = 1:length(pk)
%define points where hypothetical baselines might exist around this
%peak
pk right bound =
round((pk(k)+settings.peakduration*settings.baselineRejection)/N);
pk left bound = round((pk(k)-
settings.peakduration*settings.baselineRejection)/N);
pk baseline locs = pkleftbound:pk rightbound;
%find non-overlapping baselines
[dummy, nonOverLap] = setdiff(steadyBaselines, pk baseline locs);
%remove any overlaps
steadyBaselines = steadyBaselines(nonOverLap);
end
if isempty(steadyBaselines)
disp('ERROR: no stable baselines found! Raise baselineStdCutoff')
pkmean = O;pkstdev = O;pkaccepted = O;pkidentified = 0;
return
end
%% assign baselines to peaks
n=l;
while n<=length(pk)
[pkLeft base, pkRight base] = AssignBaselines3(steadyBaselines,pk(n),N);
if pkLeftbase == 0 %if no baselines found, remove this peak
index=setdiff(1:length(pk),n);
pk=pk(index);
trigl=trigl(index);
trigh=trigh(index);
continue
else
left base(n,:) = pkLeft base;
rightbase(n,:) - pkRightbase;
end
n=n+l;
end
%% frequency correction (optional, experimental parameter)
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y' %calculate super baseline
lengthPlateau = 1000;%empirically determined
plateauDelay - -1000;%empirically determined
fid=fopen([settings.filename ' d'],'r','b');
valvePos=fread(fid,inf);
fclose(fid);
valveClose = find(diff(valvePos) == -1);
plateauStart = valveClose+plateauDelay;
for j=l:length(plateauStart)
superBaseMeans(j) =
[mean(y(plateauStart(j):plateauStart(j)+IengthPlateau))];
plateauIndices(j) = plateauStart(j)+lengthPlateau/2;
if j>l %once we have two plateaus, fit lines
ba = polyfit([plateauIndices(j-1) plateauIndices(j)],...
[superBaseMeans(j-1) superBaseMeans(j)],1);
superBaseline(plateauIndices(j-1):plateauIndices(j)-l)=
polyval(ba, [plateauIndices(j-1):plateauIndices(j)-l]);
end
end
superBaseIndex = plateauIndices(1):length(superBaseline);
end
%% assign variables to pkinfo structure passed to KEYHANDLER
pkinfo.y=y;
pkinfo.ydecR=ydecR;
pkinfo.pk=pk;
pkinfo.trigl=trigl;
pkinfo.trigh=trigh;
pkinfo.left base=left base;
pkinfo.right base=right base;
pkinfo.settings=settings;
pkinfo.name = settings.filename;
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y'
pkinfo.superBaseline = superBaseline;
pkinfo.superBaseIndex =superBaseIndex;
end
%call keyhandler; deals with peaks on individual basis
[pkHeights, pkWidths, pkBases, pkScores, pkIded, pkSuperBase] =
keyhandler(outputfname,pkinfo);
keyhandler.m
function [pkHeights, pkWidths, pkBases, pkScores, pkIded, pkSuperBase] =
keyhandler(output fname, pkinfo)
%% KEYHANDLER
% keyhandler handles acceptance on a peak-by-peak basis, and is called as
% a subroutine from mkhist.m
% load pkinfo data into legacy variable names
y=pkinfo.y;
ydecR=pkinfo.ydecR;
pk=pkinfo.pk;
trigl=pkinfo.trigl;
trigh=pkinfo.trigh;
left base=pkinfo.leftbase;
right base=pkinfo.right base;
settings=pkinfo.settings;
kl - [];
k2 =
kO = 1;
%% loop over each peak
while kG <= (length(pk))
%% fit peak
pk tip fraction(kG,:)=round((trigl(k0)-
trigh(kO))/settings.peakfitfraction); %fraction of peak to look for height in
............ ....... .. . .
fractionXdata = -pktipfraction(kO,:):pktipfraction(kO,:);
fractionYdata = y((pk(kO)- ...
pktip fraction(kO,:)):(pk(kO)+pk_tip_fraction(kO,:)));
bpk(kO,:)=polyfit(fractionXdata, fractionYdata', settings.peakfitorder);
bpkThisPeak = bpk(kO,:);
%% calculate peak height
baseindices = [leftbase(kO,:) rightbase(k0,:)]-left base(kO,1);
ba=polyfit(base indices, [y(leftbase(k0,:))' y(right base(kO,:))'],1);
%find peak min value and location within pk-tipfraction(k0,:)
[yp,xpl=min(polyval(bpkThisPeak,-
pktipfraction(kO,:):pktipfraction(kO,:)));
%pk_min _loc index is relative to beginning of left base
pk min loc = pk(kO)-pk_tip_fraction(kO,:)-l+xp-left base(kO,1);
meanbaseline value(kO) = polyval(ba,pk min loc); %find baseline value at
peak min
pkheight(kO)=meanbaselinevalue(kG)-yp;
fitpeaktips(kO) = yp;
pklocation(kO) = leftbase(kO,l)+pk min loc; %set location of peak data
in y
%%%ADDED 041309 - calculate mean of baselines%%%
left base means(kO) = mean(y(left base(kO,:)));
right base means(kO) = mean(y(right base(kO,:)));
%% calculate peak width
pkarea_kO=[pklocation(kG)-settings.peakduration*.75:...
pklocation(kO)+settings.peakduration*.75];
%Basic approach Sungmin added to store peak width
pkwidthbytriggers(kG) = trigl(kG)-trigh(k0);
%more complex: determine full width at half max of each peak
half max cutoff(k0) = meanbaselinevalue(kO)-pkheight(kO)/2;
pk below cutoff = find(y(pkarea_kO)<halfmaxcutoff(kO));
pkwidth(k) = length(pk below cutoff);
if isempty(pk below cutoff) % for large density change faux pks
pkbelow_cutoff = 0; % prevents error in line below
end
pkFWHM start(k) = pk below cutoff(1) + pk area kO(1);
%%%%calculate Dfreq for this peak versus superbaseline if available
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y' && pk(kO) < ...
pkinfo.superBaseIndex(end)
pksuperBaseDf(kO) = pkinfo.superBaseline(pk location(k))-
mean baseline value(k);
end
%% run filters to calculate peak scores
%pk_scoreholder = [baseline pkheight closeness symmetry] scores
pkscoreholder = zeros(1,7);
%%%check pk height and baseline slope %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
slp y=polyval(ba,left base(kG,1))-polyval(ba,right base(kO,end));
slopeRatio_score = abs(slp_y) -
abs(pkheight(kO))/settings.slope threshold;
pk score holder(l) = abs(slp y/(pkheight(kO)));
pk score holder(2) = abs(settings.pkheightthreshold/pkheight(kO));
%%%check for peaks inside same baselines %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
otherpks=pk(find(pk>leftbase(kO,l) & pk<rightbase(kO,end) & pk ...
pk(kO)));
if ~isempty(otherpks) %deal w/ other peaks in same figure
pk score holder(3) = length(otherpks)*settings.multPksFactor;
end
%%%%check for peak symmetry %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
symfit(kO,:) = polyfit(O:settings.symmetryWidth, ...
y((pklocation(kO) - settings.symmetryWidth):pk location(kO))',3); %
fit polynomial to left edge
leftEdgeFit(kO,:) = polyval(symfit(kO,:), O:settings.symmetryWidth);
mirrorFit(k0,:) = fliplr(leftEdgeFit(kO,:)); % flip along x-axis for
right edge fit
%align mirrorFit w/ right edge
for offset = -settings.symWidthCheck:5:settings.symWidthCheck
%check every 5 points to save time
fitMatrix(:, (offset+settings.symWidthCheck)/5+1) =
y(offset+pklocation(kO)+(O:settings.symmetryWidth))-mirrorFit(kO,:)';
end
[symScore offsetIndex(k0)] = min(sqrt(sum(fitMatrix.^2))); %find best fit
pk score holder(4) = symScore/abs(pkheight(k0))*settings.symScoreFactor;
%%%%check for peaks during ref switch%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y'&& pk(kO) < ...
pkinfo.superBaseIndex(end)
if pk superBaseDf(kO) < 100
pkscoreholder(6)=settings.autoAccept+1;
end
end
if pkheight(kO)< settings.heightMin
pkscoreholder(5)=settings.autoAccept+l;
end
if pkheight(k0)> settings.heightCutoff
pkscoreholder(5)=settings.autoAccept+l;
end
if abs(slpy)> settings.slopeCutoff
pkscoreholder(6)=settings.autoAccept+l;
end
pkscore(kO) = sum(pkscoreholder);
if pkscore(kO) < settings.autoAccept
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y'
if pk(kO) > pkinfo.superBaseIndex(end) |.
pk(kO) < pkinfo.superBaseIndex(l)
i ia-6mod"
k2=[k2 k0]; %append rejected peak number to k2
else
kl=[kl k0]; %append accepted peak number to kl
end
else
kl=[kl kO); %append accepted peak number to kl
end
else
k2=[k2 k0]; %append rejected peak number to k2
end
kO=kO+1; %increment to next peak
end
%% account for changing baselines during run by applying cant calibration
pkheight(kl) = baselineFix(pkheight(kl), meanbaseline value(kl),
settings.calib);
%% save peak info
klsz=length(kl); %number of peaks accepted
warning off all
if klsz ==0
if settings.plotSum == 'y'
clc
disp(*****************************************************
disp('ERROR: no peaks accepted! (perhaps need to flipData?)')
disp('************************* * )
scrsz = get(0,'ScreenSize');
if scrsz(3) > 2000
scrsz = scrsz/2;
end
pkscoreFig=figure('Position', [20 scrsz(4)/12 scrsz(3)/3 ...
scrsz (4)/3]) ;
figure(pk scoreFig)
pk score below4 inds = find(pk score <4);
pk score below4 = pk score(pk score below4_inds);
hist(pk score below4,40);
[pkscoreHist, bnz] = hist(pk score below4,40);
linex = [settings.autoAccept settings.autoAccept];
liney = [0 max(pk scoreHist)+10];
line(linex, liney, 'color', [0 0 0])
atRject = num2str(settings.autoAccept);
text(settings.autoAccept+.1,max(pkscoreHist)+5,
['autoCutoff: ' atRject])
xlabel('pk score')
title('histogram of peak scores < 4')
ylabel('# of peaks')
ax = axis;
axis([0 4 ax(3) ax(4)]);
end
pkHeights = [];
pkBases = [];
pkScores =
pkWidths =
pkIded =
else
if -isempty(outputfname) %save only if given output filename
pkcnt=1;
tm=0; %set tO to zero
tmstamp=[]; %timestamp
for v=l:length(y) %Run through all data points
tm=tm+(l/abs(y(v))); %calculate time shift from last point, add
to running total
if pkcnt> length(kl) %when reaching the last peak
pkcnt=length(kl);
end
if v == pk(kl(pkcnt)) %save time stamp when index equals an
accepted peak index
tmstamp=[tmstamp tm];
pkcnt=pkcnt+1;
end
end
%save data to output file
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == n' %if 7 cols available
sevencol=[tmstamp', pkheight(kl)',
abs(mean baseline value(kl)'), pk width(kl)', ...
left base means(kl)', rightbasemeans(kl)', pk score(kl)'];
save([outputfname '_HISTOGRAM.txt'],'sevencol','-ascii', ...
'-double');
save(([output fname ' SETTINGS.mat']), '-struct' ,'settings')
else %if 8 cols available
eightcol=[tmstamp', pkheight(kl)',
abs(mean baseline value(kl)'), pkwidth(kl)',
leftbasemeans(kl)', rightbasemeans(kl)',
pk score(kl)',...
pk superBaseDf(kl) '];
save([outputfname '_HISTOGRAM.txt'],'eightcol','-ascii',
'-double');
save(([outputfname '_SETTINGS.mat']), '-struct' ,'settings')
end
end
%% plot histograms
if settings.plotSum == 'y'
scrsz = get(O,'ScreenSize');
if scrsz(3) > 2000
scrsz = scrsz/2;
end
if length(kl)>2
if length(kl)< 30
bnsz=15;
elseif length(kl) < 70
bnsz=20;
else
mom* .......
bnsz = 30;
end
histfigure=figure('Position', [scrsz(3)/3+50 scrsz(4)/2
...scrsz(3)/3 scrsz(4)/3]);
figure(hist figure);
[counts,bins] = hist(pkheight(kl),bnsz);
hist(pkheight(kl),bnsz);
meanstr=num2str(mean(pkheight(kl)*le3),'%.lf');
stdstr=num2str(std(pkheight(kl)*le3),'%.lf');
acptedstr = num2str(length(kl));
pkided = num2str(length(kl)+length(k2));
%text(0.65,0.9,['mean = ' meanstr ' mHz'],'Units','normalized');
%text(0.65,0.85, ['std = ' stdstr ' mHz'],'Units','normalized');
options = optimset('TolFun',le-7, 'MaxFunEvals',500,
'Display','off');
coeffs = isqcurvefit(@normal, [mean(pkheight(kl)),...
std(pkheight(kl)), 0.5*length(kl)], bins,counts, [], [],...
options);
%fit histogram data to normal distribution, with initial
%guesses for mean, std, and amplitude
hold on
plot(bins, coeffs(3)*exp(-(bins-...
coeffs(l)).A2./(2*coeffs(2)^2)), 'k');
gmeanstr=num2str(coeffs(l)*1000,'%.lf');
gstdstr=num2str(coeffs(2)*1000,'%.lf');
text(0.65,0.8,['fitMean = ' gmeanstr
mHz'],'Units','normalized');
text(0.65,0.75, ['fitStd = ' gstdstr
mHz'],'Units','normalized');
%text(0.65,0.7, [pkided ' peaks identified'
], 'Units','normalized');
text(0.65,0.65, [acptedstr ' peaks
accepted'],'Units','normalized');
title(['hist acpt peaks for: ' settings.filename])
xlabel('peak height (Hz)')
ylabel('# of peaks')
else
[data, map]=imread('bird2.gif');
pic=ind2rgb(data,map);
image(pic);
end
%% Make a figure with all of the peaks (summaryfigure)
ydec=decimate(y,ydecR,'fir');
summary figure=figure('Position',[20 scrsz(4)/2
scrsz (4) /3]) ;
figure (summary figure);
clf;
figure
plot(l:ydecR:length(y),ydec);
indicated peaks
hold on
pkdec=round(pk/ydecR);
%plot trigger points
plot(pkFWHMstart(kl),halfmax cutoff(kl),'m.')
scrsz (3) /3
% clear current
% Plot all data with
plot(pkFWHMstart(kl)+pkwidth(kl),half max cutoff(kl),'c.')
%plot baseline means used
plot(pklocation(k1),mean baseline value(kl),'k.')
plot(pklocation(kl),fit peak tips(kl),'g.'); %accepted peaks
plot(pklocation(k2),fit_peak-tips(k2), 'r.'); %rejected pks red
%plot baselines
for ind = 1:length(kl)
p = kl(ind);
plot(leftbase(p,:),y(leftbase(p,:)),'r'); %plot left base
plot(rightbase(p,:),y(rightbase(p,:)),'r'); %plot right base
baseindices = [leftbase(p,:) rightbase(p,:)];
ba=polyfit(base indices, [y(left base(p,:))'
y(rightbase(p,:))'],1); %fit baseline
plot(base indices,polyval(ba,base indices),'k-');
end
%plot super baseline if available
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y'
plot(pkinfo.superBaseIndex,
pkinfo.superBaseline(pkinfo.superBaseIndex(1):end), 'r-')
end
title('summary of peaks identified')
xlabel('data point')
ylabel('frequency (Hz)')
if settings.plotPeakFits == 'y'
for aPks = 1:length(kl) %for each accepted peak
acceptedPeakNum = kl(aPks); % get absolute peak number
peakCenter = pk(acceptedPeakNum);
bpkThisPeak = bpk(acceptedPeakNum,:);
peakAreaFit =(-pk tip fraction(acceptedPeakNum,:):...
pk_tipfraction(acceptedPeakNum,:));
peakPolyModel = polyval(bpkThisPeak,peakAreaFit);
plot(peakAreaFit+peakCenter, peakPolyModel, 'r-')
%recreate indices for symmetry fit
symModelLocationLeft = (pklocation(acceptedPeakNum) ...
- settings.symmetryWidth):pklocation(acceptedPeakNum);
%mirror location was previously optimized
offsetRange = -
settings.symWidthCheck:5:settings.symWidthCheck;
bestOffset = offsetRange(offsetIndex(acceptedPeakNum));
symModelLocationRight = ...
(pk location(acceptedPeakNum)+bestOffset ...
:settings.symmetryWidth+pk location(acceptedPeakNum)+bestOffset);
symModelValuesLeft = leftEdgeFit(acceptedPeakNum,:);
symModelValuesRight= mirrorFit(acceptedPeakNum,:);
plot(symModelLocationLeft, symModelValuesLeft, 'k--')
plot(symModelLocationRight, symModelValuesRight, 'k--')
end
end
%% plot pkscore histogram for scores < 4
..... .............................. .
pk scoreFig=figure('Position', [20 scrsz(4)/12 scrsz(3)/3
scrsz (4) /3]);
figure(pkscoreFig)
pk score below4 inds = find(pk score <4);
pk score below4 = pkscore (pkscorebelow4_inds);
hist(pk score below4,40);
[pk scoreHist, bnz] = hist(pk score below4,40);
linex = [settings.autoAccept settings.autoAccept];
liney = [0 max(pk scoreHist)+10];
line(linex, liney, 'color', [0 0 0])
atRject = num2str(settings.autoAccept);
text(settings.autoAccept+.l,max(pk scoreHist)+5, ...
['autoCutoff: ' atRject])
xlabel('pk score')
title('histogram of peak scores < 4')
ylabel('# of peaks')
ax = axis;
axis([0 4 ax(3) ax(4)]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%plot widths versus heights
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
heightFig=figure('Position', [scrsz(3)/3+50 scrsz(4)/12 scrsz(3)/3
scrsz(4)/3]);
figure(heightFig)
plot(pk width(kl)/mean(mean baseline-value), pkheight(kl), 'k.')
xlabel('peak width (secs)')
ylabel('height (Hz)')
title('heights vs. widths for accepted peaks')
hold on;
pfit = polyfit(pk width(kl), pkheight(kl),1);
plot(pkwidth(kl)/mean(mean baseline value), polyval(pfit,
pk width (kl)));
lincoeff = num2str(pfit(l));
ax2 = axis;
disp('slope pk height versus pk width')
disp(lincoeff)
scrsz (3)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%plot heights versus dF if available
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y'
heightFig=figure('Position', [scrsz(3)-scrsz(3)/3 scrsz(4)
/3 scrsz(4)/3]);
figure(heightFig)
plot(pksuperBaseDf(kl), pkheight(kl), 'k*')
xlabel('dfreq (Hz)')
ylabel('peak size Hz')
title('peak height versus reference baseline difference')
bac = polyfit(pk superBaseDf(kl), pkheight(kl),1);
hold on
ax3 = axis;
plot(ax3(1):ax3(2), polyval(bac,[ax3(l):ax3(2)]));
disp('slope pk height versus dfreq: ')
disp(bac(1))
/12
end
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end
%% assign output variables
pkHeights = pkheight(kl);
pkScores = pk score(kl);
pkWidths = pk width(kl);
pkBases = mean baseline value(kl);
pkIded = length(kl)+length(k2);
if settings.loadFreqCorrection == 'y'
pkSuperBase = pk superBaseDf(kl);
else
pkSuperBase = [;
end
end
EvolveParameters.m
%% EVOLVE PARAMETERS
% EVOLVE PARAMETERS is a script that uses a genetic algorithm to evolve
% peak-fitting parameters in the SETTINGS structure for the MKHIST peak-
% sizing routine. For more details on MKHIST see mkhistAuto3.m.
% The input and output to this script is the file evoSettings.mat, which
% contains a single SETTINGS structure. Running this script continually
% evolves this .mat file.
% This script loads hard-coded training data, generates mutated SETTINGS
% structures and evaluates their fitness at analyzing this data with the
% function EVOLVETESTER. The fittest SETTINGS offspring is kept and
% becomes the parent for the next round of mutations.
% The data represents four bead sizing runs at four different solution
% densities. Bead height is a measure of buoyant mass so a linear function
% with solution density. Beads are spec'd to 3.09 microns +/- .005 microns.
% The MKHIST routine should return the same bead sizes at the three
% different solutions with as much certainty about their size distribution
% as possible. Fitness is defined as the sum of the standard errors of the
% 3 runs.
% Briefly, the.data being analyzed is a vector of cantilever resonant
% frequency versus time. Beads are transiting through the hollow cantilever;
% there is a slight difference in density between beads and running
% solution, resulting in bead's buoyant mass affecting the resonant
% frequency of the cantilever. Transit time is roughly 100 ms and
% throughput roughly 1 bead per second. MKHIST detects these changes in
% frequency and returns a histogram of peak heights equivalent to bead
% buoyant masses. Part of the trouble is ignore peak doublets (two beads
% in the cantilever at the same time) and minimizing the frequency change
% necessary to detect and size a bead.
%% clear workspace
clear all
close all
. .. ........
MANNAW" NkNOWNho-
clc
%% load training data - 4 bead-sizing runs at different solution densities
dataFileNamel = 'filel36 SA test3';
dataFileName2 = 'file137 SA test3';
dataFileName3 = 'filel38 SA test3';
dataFileName4 = 'filel39b SA test3';
xl = setDefaultOptionsAuto3(dataFileNamel);
x2 = setDefaultOptionsAuto3(dataFileName2);
x3 = setDefaultOptionsAuto3(dataFileName3);
x4 = setDefaultOptionsAuto3(dataFileName4);
%% load parent
load evoSettingsJune2010v2 settings % deposits SETTINGS structure
% LOAD and SAVE are used as a sneaky way to load
% variables into this routine
%% define evolution parameters
fnames = fieldnames(settings); % fnames are the peak-fitting parameters we
% are evolving
IOsettings = 5; %number of text I/O vars in settings that are not evolvable
paramMutationRange = [0.5 0.9 1.1 2]; % mutation multipliers
numberOfChildren = 4; % children per generation
peaksMin = 500; % min number of peaks that should be found w/ this data
generations = 500; % can make arbitrarily large, stop script with ctrl-C
options = optimset('TolFun',le-7, 'MaxFunEvals',500, 'Display','off');
% options for the LSQCURVEFIT routine used as part of
% fitness score evaluation
%% pre-allocate arrays
fieldToVary = zeros(generations, numberOfChildren);
fitScore = zeros(generations, numberOfChildren,length(paramMutationRange));
genResults = zeros(numberOfChildren, length(paramMutationRange));
paramValueMuts = zeros(numberOfChildren, length(paramMutationRange));
fitScoreGen = zeros(l,generations+1);
startSettings(l:generations) = settings ; % base case (parent)
%% evaluate base case
fitScoreGen(1) = evolveTesterJune2010(settings, xl,x2,x3, x4, options);
%% start evolution loop
for k = 1:generations % k = generation #
tic
disp(['on generation ' num2str(k)])
%% generate diversity: randomly choose parameter and mutation scaling
for j = 1:numberOfChildren % j = child #
disp(['on child ' num2str(j)])
%reset settings back to beginning of this generation
settings = startSettings (k);
100
% pick field to vary
fieldToVary(k,j) = IOsettings + ... % ignore I/O settings
ceil((length(fieldnames(settings))-IOsettings)*rand);
% get current field value
paramValue = settings.(fnames{fieldToVary(k,j)});
% make array of p paramValues to try
paramValueMuts(j,:) = paramMutationRange*2*rand*paramValue;
%% evaluate fitness at each mutated value
for p = 1:length(paramMutationRange)
%disp(['on mutation ' num2str(p)])
newParamValue = paramValueMuts(j,p);
settings.(fnames{fieldToVary(k,j)}) = newParamValue;
[fitScore(k,j,p), peaksFound] = ...
evolveTesterJune20lO(settings, xl,x2,x3, x4, options);
if peaksFound < peaksMin
fitScore(k,j,p) = 999;
end
end
end
%% determine which 2 children had best performance
genResults(:,:) = fitScore(k,:,:);
childRank = sort(min(genResults, [],2));
[minChild, minParam] = find(genResults == childRank(l), 1, 'first');
[minChild2, minParam2] = find(genResults == childRank(2), 1, 'last');
%% breed 2 children to generate offspring gen3
settingsGen3 = startSettings(k); %temp settings value for offspring
settingsGen3.(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild) }) =
paramValueMuts(minChild, minParam);
settingsGen3.(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild2) }) =
paramValueMuts(minChild2, minParam2);
fitScoreGenGen3 = evolveTesterJune20lO(settingsGen3, x2,x3,xl, options);
%% take best out of 3 available (original, childl, childl X child2)
fitScoresAvailable = [fitScoreGen(k) ...
childRank(l), fitScoreGenGen3];
if min(fitScoresAvailable) == fitScoresAvailable(1) %keep original
startSettings(k+l) = startSettings(k);
fitScoreGen(k+l) = ...
fitScoreGen (k);
disp('no progress in this generation, keeping parent')
elseif min(fitScoresAvailable)== fitScoresAvailable(2) %keep 1st child
startSettings(k+l) = startSettings(k);
startSettings(k+l).(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild) }) =
paramValueMuts(minChild, minParam);
fitScoreGen(k+l) = ...
min(min(genResults, [],2));
disp(['changed ' fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild)} ' from
num2str(startSettings(k).(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild)})) 
...
' to ' ...
num2str(startSettings(k+l).(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild)}))])
101
else % keep generation3, hybrid of 2 best offspring
startSettings(k+1) = settingsGen3;
fitScoreGen(k+1) = fitScoreGenGen3;
disp(['changed ' fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild)} ' from '...
num2str(startSettings(k).(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild)})) 
...
' to ' ...
num2str(startSettings(k+l).(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild)}))])
disp(['changed ' fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild2)} ' from '..
num2str(startSettings(k).(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild2)}))...
' to ' ...
num2str(startSettings(k+l).(fnames{fieldToVary(k,minChild2)}))])
end
toc
%% display progress and update base case
disp(['fitScore is now:' num2str(fitScoreGen(k+l))])
settings = startSettings(k+l);
save evoSettingsJune2010v2 settings
end
EvolveTester.m
%% EVOLVETESTER
% this function calculates a fitness score for the input
% with first 15% of hard-coded training data Xl, X2, X3,
SETTINGS
X4
% OPTIONS define behavior of LSQCURVEFIT, used to fit a gaussian
% distribution of bead sizes found by MKHIST
function [fitScore, peaksFound, elapsedTime] =
evolveTesterJune2010(settings, xl, x2,x3, x4, options)
variable,
to the
%% Run analyses with SETTINGS
try
settings.loadFreqCorrection -y';
testTime = tic;
settings.filename = 'file136 SA test3';
[heightsl widthsl basesl, t, t, superBasel]
mkhistAuto3(xl(1:(.15)*length(xl)), settings);
settings.filename
[heights2 widths2
mkhistAuto3(x2(1:(.15)
settings.filename
[heights3 widths3
mkhistAuto3(x3(1:(.15)
settings.filename
[heights4 widths4
mkhistAuto3(x4(1:(.15)
= 'filel37 SA test3';
bases2, t, t, superBase2]
*length(x2)), settings);
= 'filel38 SA test3';
bases3, t, t, superBase3]
*length(x3)), settings);
= 'filel39b SA test3';
bases4, t, t, superBase4]
*length(x4)), settings);
calibration = .0024; %% the experiment specific coefficient C4
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%% apply reference-density correction
hlf = baselineFix2(heightsl, superBasel, calibration);
h2f = baselineFix2(heights2, superBase2, calibration);
h3f = baselineFix2(heights3, superBase3, calibration);
h4f = baselineFix2(heights4, superBase4, calibration);
%% recalculate normal fits
[countsl,binsl]=hist(hlf,30);
fitl = 1sqcurvefit(@normal, [mean(hlf),...
std(hlf), 0.25*length(hlf)], ...
binsl,countsl, [], [], options);
SE1 = fitl(2)/sqrt(length(basesl));
[counts2,bins2]=hist(h2f,30);
fit2 = lsqcurvefit(@normal, [mean(h2f),...
std(h2f), 0.25*length(h2f)], ...
bins2,counts2, [], [], options);
SE2 = fit2(2)/sqrt(length(bases2));
[counts3,bins3]=hist(h3f,30);
fit3 = lsqcurvefit(@normal, [mean(h3f),...
std(h3f), 0.25*length(h3f)], ...
bins3,counts3, [], [], options);
SE3 = fit3(2)/sqrt(length(bases3));
[counts4,bins4]=hist(h4f,30);
fit4 = lsqcurvefit(@normal, [mean(h4f),...
std(h4f), 0.25*length(h4f)], ...
bins4,counts4, [], [], options);
SE4 = fit4(2)/sqrt(length(bases4));
meanBases = [mean(superBasel), mean(superBase2),mean(superBase3),
mean(superBase4)];
actualHeights = [fitl(l), fit2(l), fit3(1), fit4(l)];
P = polyfit(meanBases, actualHeights, 1);
errorSqSum = sum((polyval(P,meanBases)-actualHeights).^2);
elapsedTime = toc(testTime);
%% calculate fitness score
peaksFound = length(basesl) + ...
length(bases2)+length(bases3)+length(bases4);
fitScore = errorSqSum*10^8+(SE1+SE2+SE3+SE4)*10^4+exp(elapsedTime/60);
%% catch degenerate mutants
if fitScore <0
fitScore = 999;
peaksFound = 0;
end
catch ME %#ok<NASGU>
fitScore = 999; %arbitrarily large number
peaksFound = 0;
end
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